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R.!H.!Quith:! ! ! ! Don’t!ask!me!that!!
! ! ! My!liege,!your!honour!saved,!just!wait!and!see!!! ! !!!
Horatio:! ! Most!honoured!sit,!how!do!you!make!that!out?!!




 25  
 
! ! ! For!if!we!wait,!perchance!the!men!of!Ire!
! ! ! Will!sear!our!eyes!out!with!their!swords!and!guns,!
! ! ! And!then!sir,!having!waited,!we'll!not!see!
! ! ! Or,!seeing!first,!to!wait!will!be!not!good.!
!






! ! ! Thy!disobedience!to!my!royal!word!
! ! ! Unpardonable!is.!Go!thou!
!
Quith:! ! ! I!have!been!slighted,!years!and!years!a!go,!
! ! ! CurzyOWurzy!thou!hast!knighted,!but!not!me!
! ! ! Grey!he!had!a!title,!but!not!me,!
! ! ! Cliffy!is!thus!honoured,!but!not!me!
!
K.!Geo:!! ! Go,!base!knave,!for!ever!from!my!sight!(exit!Quith)!
! ! ! David,!good!my!lord,!wilt!take!his!place?!
!
Dav:! ! ! Liege,!right!honoured!shall!I!be!to!accept.!
!
K.!Geo:!! ! Your!counsel!sir!must!quickly!be!obtained!




All:! ! ! ! ! ! ! What's!that?!
!
Hor:! ! ! A!motor!horn!!Odds!boddikins,!some!news!!





Hor:! ! ! An'!wot!dost'ur!uncle!say!to!'ee,!my!liege?!
!
K.!Geo:!! ! By!my!faith!!Sad!news!indeed!for!me!!
! ! ! Cousin!the!count!of!Hoen!hath!declared! !
! ! ! A!war!on!France,!and!that!he!may!invade!
! ! ! That!fair!countree!he!hath!marched!through!the!land!
! ! ! Of!Albert,!King!of!Bell.!My!uncle!of!Exeter!
! ! ! Adviseth!me!in!strong,!potential!language,!






















































































































































































































































































































































II.  Song!"Die#Dinge"!!! ! (Alan!Bush)!
III.  Interlude!"Sechs#Schritte#her"!! (Alan!Rawsthorne)!
IV.  Song!"über#mir"!! ! ! (Alan!Rawsthorne)!









Ohne!Sinn! ! ! Without!purpose!
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129 Ibid.,$45.$! 130 !
2.3(Conclusion((
There$is$little$doubt$that$Rawsthorne's$analyses$of$Chopin's$ballades$are$important.$
His$writing$functions$as$a$continuation$of$Chopin's$discourse,$Rawsthorne's$article$
provides$us$with$a$key$to$understand$Chopin's$concept$of$the$genre,$and$also$allows$
us$to$appreciate$the$extent$of$Rawsthorne's$enthusiasm$for$Chopin's$ballades.$
$
The$1966$article$offers$a$solution$to$the$'problem'$of$the$schemata$that$underpin$
Chopin's$manifestation$of$the$ballade$form.$Rawsthorne$believed$that$in$order$to$
write$a$ballade$akin$to$those$of$Chopin,$a$composer$must$follow$a$specific$"patterns$
of$behaviour",$rather$than$a$restricted$(or$restrictive)$formal$structure.$Moreover,$an$
ambiguous$introduction$is$almost$essential$to$the$composition$of$a$tragic$ballade,$
and$Chopin's$dual$theme$strategy$(with$connections$that$can$be$recognized$later$in$
the$work)$seems$to$accomplish$this$well.$Furthermore,$he$appreciated$Chopin's$use$
of$elements$of$inevitability$and$surprise,$which$are$required$to$present$a$convincing$
narrative$line.$In$addition,$it$appears$that$–$to$Rawsthorne$–$each$section$of$the$
musical$material$had$a$role$to$play,$and$lesser$parts$should$not$overshadow$the$
more$important$material.$In$other$words,$musical$materials$have$to$fulfil$their$
individual$function$successfully.$Rawsthorne$also$highlighted$the$importance$of$a$
central$idea$that$holds$each$work$together$and$also$affects$the$appearance$of$any$
other$musical$actions.$Finally,$Rawsthorne$emphasized$that$the$work$should$be$
concluded$with$an$appropriate$coda$that$makes$sense$in$relation$to$the$previously$
presented$actions$because,$as$he$pointed$out,$the$ballades$are$"patterns$of$
behaviours".$*
*
*
*
*
Chapter*III*
*
*
*
*
*!
!
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Chapter(3:(A(Comparative(Study:(Are(Rawsthorne's(Ballades(Modelled(on(Chopin's(
Ballade(Genre?(
Introduction(
Rawsthorne's!thorough!understanding!of!the!ballades!inevitably!influenced!the!
composition!of!his!own!ballades.!Until!now,!this!influence!had!received!little!
attention.!Scholars!like!Frank!Dawes,!Karl!Kroeger!and!James!Gibb!had!linked!
Rawsthorne's!second!Ballade!to!Chopin's!second!Ballade!Op.!38,
1!and!it!was!
Stephen!Rees's!doctoral!thesis!(1970)!that!provided!more!detail!about!this!
connection.
2!However,!Rees!examined!Rawsthorne's!piano!works!in!general!and!
thus!did!not!give!particular!attention!to!the!ballades.!It!is!also!worth!noting!that!
Rees's!analysis!could!not!have!taken!Rawsthorne's!first!Ballade!into!consideration;!it!
was!not!published!until!1999,!i.e.,!almost!30!years!after!Rees!submitted!his!thesis.!!!!
!
Despite!all!this!scholarly!activity,!Rawsthorne's!ballades!have!remained!much!less!
well!examined.!Therefore,!in!this!chapter,!I!will!investigate!the!possibility!of!a!
resemblance!between!Rawsthorne's!and!Chopin's!ballades!in!terms!of!the!
compositional!techniques!identified!by!Rawsthorne!in!the!previous!chapter.!I!will!
compare!Rawsthorne's!ballade!structure!with!his!own!understanding!of!the!genre!
that!Chopin!created,!searching!for!points!of!intersection!between!the!two.!This!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
1 Frank!Dawes,!'New!Piano!Music'!The$Musical$Times.!Vol.!110,!no.!1511,!1969,!67[69;!James!Gibb,!
'The!Piano!Music',!in!Alan!Poulton!(ed.)!Alan$Rawsthorne:$Essays$on$the$Music:$Vol.$3.!
(Kidderminster:!Bravura!Publication,!1986),!54[66;!Karl!Kroeger,!'Ballade!by!Alan!Rawsthorne',!Music$
Library$Association,!26!(2),!1969,!364.!
2 Stephen!Allison!Rees,!The$Piano$works$of$Alan$Rawsthorne,!Ph.D.!thesis!(Washington,!DC,!1970),!
17.!!
!
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chapter!will!reveal!a!surprising!resemblance!between!Chopin's!and!Rawsthorne's!
ballades.!
!
Rawsthorne's!two!ballades!will!be!presented!chronologically.!The!analysis!of!the!
first!(1929)!will!be!shorter;!I!will!refer!to!the!analysis!presented!in!Chapter!1,!which!
demonstrated!the!relationship!between!this!Ballade!and!Good$King$Wenceslas.!I!will!
address!the!second!Ballade!of!Rawsthorne!(1967)!in!greater!detail,!as!this!is!to!be!
analyzed!for!the!first!time.!
!
3.1(Rawsthorne's(1929(Ballade(
The!compositions!of!Rawsthorne's!ballades!are!separated!by!the!publication!of!his!
1966!article.!The!first!Ballade!was!composed!in!1929,!at!a!time!of!significant!socio[
political!turmoil.!At!that!time,!Rawsthorne!was!still!relatively!undeveloped!as!a!
pianist!and!composer;!his!understanding!of!the!Chopin's!ballade!form!is!likely!to!
have!been!minimal.!
!
Rawsthorne's!first!Ballade!has!a!programme.!It!is!a!narrative!piece.!Thus,!if!
narrativity!were!the!only!defining!element!of!Chopin's!ballade!genre,!it!could!be!
said!that!Rawsthorne!succeeded!in!adhering!to!Chopin's!ballade!form.!However,!
although!Rawsthorne!demonstrated!a!good!understanding!of!the!historical!and!
cultural!background!of!Chopin's!ballade$genre,!he!missed!an!important!element.!By!
adopting!the!Good$King$Wenceslas!theme,!Rawsthorne!embraced!programmatic!!
!
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music,!of!which!Chopin!disapproved.
3!However,!this!Ballade!still!demonstrates!a!
substantial!degree!of!similarity!to!Chopin's!ballade!genre.!The!comparative!analysis!
will!now!illustrate!these!elements.!It!will!show!that!despite!of!incorporating!
elements!of!programmatic!music!into!his!Ballade,!Rawsthorne!was!able!to!follow!
Chopin's!concept!in!terms!of!its!structure!and!formal!schema!at!the!very!least.!!
!
In!a!similar!manner!to!Chopin's!second!Ballade!(Ex.!2.8,!Chapter!2),!Rawsthorne!
chooses!a!rhythmic!pattern!that!pervades!the!whole!work!(Ex.!3.1):!!
!
Ex.!3.1,!Rawsthorne's!First!Ballade,!illustration!of!rhythmic!pattern!
While!this!choice!is!similar!to!that!of!Chopin's,!Rawsthorne!makes!this!rhythmic!
pattern!very!clear!from!beginning!to!end,!which!is!not!the!case!in!Chopin's!second!
Ballade,!where!the!relationship!between!the!theme's!rhythm!is!ambiguous!and!only!
to!be!recognized!later!in!the!work!(see!Ex.!2.9!and!2.10).!A!further!element!of!
Rawsthorne's!technique!that!resembles!Chopin's,!is!the!deliberate!construction!of!
unrest!between!tonalities.!In!Rawsthorne's!first!Ballade!we!find!very!clear!anti[key!
material.!The!harmonic!progression!of!the!Ballade!is!as!follows!(Ex.!3.2):!!
!
Ex.!3.2,!Rawsthorne's!First!Ballade,!an!illustration!of!its!harmonic!progression!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
3 Samson,!'Extended!Forms:!the!Ballades,!Scherzos!and!Fantasies',!111.!!
!
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The!first!section!of!the!Ballade!starts!in!G[sharp!minor,!moves!to!G!major!in!the!
middle!section,!and!then!from!G!major!to!A[flat!major,!a!Neapolitan!relationship!to!
G!major!and!also!the!enharmonic!tonality!of!the!G[sharp!minor!(the!tonic!of!the!
home!key).!This!journey!from!G![sharp!minor!cannot!be!a!coincidence,!and!the!
departure!from!G![sharp!minor!to!G!major!seems!to!have!the!purpose!of!moving!to!
the!Neapolitan!relative.!In!the!second!section!(starting!at!bar!38),!Rawsthorne!uses!
the!mixolydian!mode,!and!a!classical!Neapolitan!relationship!(G!–!A[flat,!bar!76).!But!
he!also!colours!the!recapitulation!(in!G[sharp!minor)!with!bi[tonal!echoes!of!the!G!
major!middle!section!–!a!dynamic!approach!where!material!is!transformed!by!its!
experiences.
4!The!hint!of!G!major!acts!in!opposition!to!the!home!key!G[sharp!minor;!
the!tonic!is!present!but!is!hard!to!identify!aurally!because!of!this!effect.!This!echo!
Chopin's!tendency!within!the!ballade!form!to!create!a!kind!of!search!for!tonality.!
!
Rawsthorne's!first!Ballade!contains!some!of!the!ingredients!of!Chopin's!ballade!
genre!but!nevertheless!does!not!embody!the!whole!concept,!mainly!because!
Rawsthorne!gave!it!a!distinct!programme.!In!this!case,!Rawsthorne!seems!to!be!
adopting!another!tradition!of!this!genre!that!might!be!developed!after!Chopin's!
time.!In!the!next!argument!I!will!demonstrate!that!this!Ballade!resembles!Brahms's!
first!Ballade!op.10.!!!!!!!
!
3.1.1(Brahms's(Op.(10(and(Rawsthorne's(first(Ballade(
James!Parakilas's!discussion!of!the!narrativity!of!Brahms's!Ballade!reveals!that!
Rawsthorne!is!travelling!a!similar!path.!Parakilas!points!out!that!Brahms!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
4 As!I!have!already!demonstrated!in!the!first!chapter,!the!recapitulation!is!effected!by!the!middle!fast!
section.!This!is!why!it!is!transformed;!it!is,!kind!of,!mixed!with!the!mood!of!the!second!section.!!!
!
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programmed!his!well[known!Edward!Ballade!according!to!the!structure!of!the!
Scottish!ballad!Edward,!from!Herder's!Stimmen$der$Volker.
5!Rawsthorne's!use!of!
Good$King$Wenceslas$has!clear!parallels.!Furthermore,!and!again!similar!to!
Rawsthorne's!first!Ballade,!Herder's!Edward!can!be!sung!to!Brahms'!Ballade!(Ex.!
3.3):!
The!Original!version!is:!
Dein!Schwert,!wie!ists!von!Blut!so!roth?!
Edward,!Edward!!
Dein!Schwert,!wie!ists!von!Blut!so!roth?!
und!gehst!so!traurig!her?[O!!
O!ich!hab!geschlagen!meinen!Geyer!todt,!
Mutter,!Mutter!!
O!ich!hab!geschlagen!meinen!Geyer!todt,!
Und!keinten!hab!ich!wie!Er[O!!
!
!
The!original!English!translation!is:!
!
"Why!dois!your!brand!sae!drap!wi'!bluid,!
Edward,!Edward?!
Why!dois!your!brand!sae!drap!wi'!bluid?!
And!why!sae!sad!gang!yee,!O?"!
"O,!I!hae!killed!my!hauke!sae!guid,!
Mither,!Mither,!
O,!I!hae!killed!my!hauke!sae!guid,!
And!I!had!nae!mair!bot!hee,!O."
6!
(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
5 Parakilas,!Ballade$without$Words,!139.!
6 The!English!version!is!from;!Albert!Friedman,!The$Penguin$Book$of$Folk$Ballades$of$the$
EnglishGSpeaking$World!(New!York:!Penguin!Books,!1956),!156[157.$$!
!
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(
Ex.!3.3,!Brahms,!Ballade,!Op.!10,!No.!1,!bars!1[13!
Parakilas!(1992,!p.!140)!
!
Rawsthorne!therefore!uses!the!structure!model!of!GKW!in!much!the!same!way!as!
Brahms!used!the!song!Dein$Schwert.!Rawsthorne!seems!to!have!not!yet!bought!into!
Chopin's!concept!of!the!ballade!and!instead,!consciously!or!subconsciously,!follows!
Brahms's!model.!In!this!respect,!Rawsthorne's!first!Ballade!falls!into!the!category!of!
programmatic!music.!The!first!chapter!of!this!thesis!demonstrated!that!the!text!of!
GKW$seems!to!suggest!the!musical!ideas;!again,!a!similar!practice!to!that!used!in!
Brahms's!Ballade.!Parakilas!points!out:!!
Even!more!striking!than!the!way!the!melody!fits!the!words,!however,!is!the!
way!the!structure!of!that!melody!fits!the!structure!of!voices!in!the!poem…!
Brahms!took!the!poem!as!a!structural!model.
7!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
7 Parakilas,!Ballade$without$Words,!141[142.!!
!
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Similarly,!Rawsthorne's!first!Ballade!also!suggests!a!reliance!on!the!borrowed!text!as!
a!structural!model.!It,!like!GKW,!consists!of!three!parts,!and!the!musical!progression!
matches!the!structure!of!the!lyrics.!As!table!3.1!suggests,!Brahms's!Ballade!is!much!
the!same:!
Musical(Sections(
(
Corresponding(Poetic(Ideas(
Section!A,!bars,!1[26:! The!Mother's!questions!and!Edward's!
lies 
Section!B,!bars,!27[59:! Edward's!second!lie,!Edward!revealing!
the!truth 
Section!C,!bars,!60[71:! The!surprise!revelation!of!the!Mother's!
guilt!and!Edward's!final!revelation!
Table!3.1,!Parakilas!(1992,!p.!142[144)!
The!similarity!between!these!two!ballades!extends!also!to!their!respective!harmonic!
mode.!As!noted!previously,!the!harmonic!progression!of!Rawsthorne's!first!Ballade!
moves!from!G[sharp!minor!(slow!section)!to!G!major!(fast!section)!and!then!to!G[
sharp!minor!(Tempo!primo,!recapitulation)!accompanied!by!a!hint!of!the!major!
second!section.!Brahms's!Ballade!shares!this!harmonic!progression!but!on!different!
key.!It!starts!in!D!minor!(slow!section)!then!moves!to!D!major!(fast!section)!and!back!
to!D!minor!(Tempo!Primo,!recapitulation).!It!therefore!seems!that!Rawsthorne's!
first!Ballade!might!owe!more!to!Brahms!than!it!does!to!Chopin!because!of!this!
programme.!The!structure!of!the!genre!that!he!followed!in!his!first!Ballade!suggests!
a!programmatic!Brahms[like!ballade!of!which!Chopin!did!not!approve.
8!!
(
(
(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
8!Samson,!'Extended!Forms:!the!Ballades,!Scherzos!and!Fantasies',!111.!!
!
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3.2(Rawsthorne's(1967(Ballade(
The!second!Ballade!shows!obvious!signs!of!Rawsthorne's!interest!in!Chopin's!
Ballades.!This!is!not!only!because!it!was!written!shortly!after!his!article,!but!also!
because!in!the!programme!note!Rawsthorne!points!out:!!
This!composition!consists!of!four!sections!and!a!coda.!The!opening!is!very!
quiet,!and!proceeds!in!the!gently!moving!six[eight!which!Chopin!has!so!
irrevocably!associated!with!a!"narrative"!style.
9!
!
In!these!opening!sentences!of!the!programme!note,!Rawsthorne!demonstrates!his!
intention,!at!least,!to!follow!Chopin's!narrative!model!of!this!genre.!This!time,!in!
contrast!to!Rawsthorne's!first!Ballade,!there!is!no!programme,!and!the!duration!of!
this!Ballade!(12!minutes,!290!bars)!is!much!more!akin!to!that!of!Chopin's!ballades!
(the!longest!of!which!–!No.!4!–!runs!for!11:45!minutes,!or!239!bars).
10!In!this!
Ballade,!he!seems!to!modify!the!formal!errors!of!his!first!Ballade,!by!avoiding!
programmatic!material!and!writing!a!longer!piece.!
!
This!study!will!now!consider!the!elements!already!indentified!from!Rawsthorne's!
analysis!of!the!ballades!of!Chopin.!Thus,!it!will!be!possible!to!examine!whether!or!
not!Rawsthorne!uses!in!his!second!Ballade!those!elements!that!he!believes!are!
essential!to!Chopin's!ballade!genre.!First,!the!discussion!will!focus!on!the!ballade's!
ambiguity!and!then!it!will!move!on!to!consider!the!musical!events!in!this!work.!After!
that,!the!unifying!elements!of!the!ballade!will!be!addressed!in!order!to!demonstrate!
the!mechanisms!that!hold!this!work!together.!Lastly,!I!will!illustrate!Rawsthorne's!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
9 Alan!Rawsthorne,!Programme!Note,!20!March!1967!(Wales:!Cardiff!Festival:!Reardon!Smith!Lecture!
Theatre).!!!
10 Here!I!used!both,!durations!and!bar!numbers,!because!the!duration!depends!on!performance!and!
performers.!!
!
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treatment!of!the!coda!section!in!relation!to!his!own!understanding!of!that!of!
Chopin.!
!
3.2.1.(Ambiguity(
Rawsthorne!explored!many!techniques!in!order!to!achieve!the!necessary!degree!of!
ambiguity.!In!his!second!Ballade,!the!introduction!demonstrates!both!harmonic!and!
metric!ambiguity.!It!starts!with!a!fermata!on!the!first!note!C!(Ex.!3.4).!This!use!of!
fermata!at!the!very!beginning!makes!it!hard!for!the!listener!to!recognize!the!metre!
or!even!identify!when!the!melody!starts.!This!is!similar!to!the!opening!of!Chopin's!
fourth!Ballade!according!to!Rawsthorne’s!own!analysis.
11!Furthermore,!the!tied!
notes!provide!even!greater!metric!ambiguity:!
(
Ex.!3.4,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!1[6!
The!second!element!of!the!introduction's!ambiguity!is!harmonic!in!nature.!A!study!
of!the!first!page!of!this!Ballade!demonstrates!that!it!consists!of!three!phrases!that!
all!ends!on!a!C.!Each!phrase,!however,!is!interrupted!by!accidentals.!For!example,!
the!first!phrase!(Ex.!3.5)!is!interrupted!in!bar!3!with!B,!E,!D!and!G!all!flattened:!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
11 See!section!2.2.1!(p.!104[106).!!
!
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!
Ex!3.5,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!1[9!
The!first!phrase!ends!on!a!C!(bar!9),!and!the!second!phrase!starts!in!the!same!bar!
with!a!C[sharp,!another!accidental.!The!second!phrase!undergoes!greater!
interruption!than!the!first,!but!again,!eventually!settles!on!a!C!bar!18,!(Ex.!3.6):!
(
Ex.!3.6,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!9[18!!
!
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The!last!phrase!of!this!introduction!starts!in!the!second!half!of!the!bar!that!ends!the!
previous!phrase!(bar!18).!It!starts!with!a!C!in!the!right[hand,!and!then!goes!through!
many!accidental!notes!before!returning!to!settle!on!C!(Ex.!3.7):!
!
Ex.!3.7,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!18[20!
This!dialogue!between!the!C!–!as!a!tonal!centre!–!and!other!accidental!notes!
provides!an!ambiguous!harmonic!progression.!Furthermore,!these!accidental!notes!
might!be!described!as!anti[key!material!(present!in!Chopin's!second!Ballade!as!
discussed!earlier,!section!2.2.1),!which!serves!to!interrupt!the!emphasis!of!the!note!
C.!Stephen!Rees!also!notes!that!in!Rawsthorne's!music,!especially!during!this!period,!
"coloristic,!decorative!pitch!figuration!is!set!against!a!clear!tonal!implication".
12!This!
is!precisely!what!Rawsthorne!is!applying!in!this!Ballade's!introduction,!in!order!to!
add!to!its!ambiguity!and!to!reduce!the!clarity!of!its!tonal!centre.!
!
3.2.2(Musical(events(
Rawsthorne!described!the!sequence!of!musical!events!in!the!ballades!of!Chopin's!as!
being!"inevitable!but!not!predictable";!an!interpretation!borrowed!from!Tovey!as!
discussed!in!Chapter!2.!It!seems!that!Rawsthorne!embrace!this!notion!in!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
12 Rees,!The$Piano$works$of$Alan$Rawsthorne,!87[90.!!
!
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composition!of!his!second!Ballade.!When!the!first!theme!reappears!in!bar!202,!(Ex.!
3.8),!it!seems!to!allude!to!the!fast!second!theme,!as!in!its!first!appearance!in!bar!38,!
and!in!a!similar!manner!to!Chopin's!second!Ballade:!!
!
Ex.!3.8,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!202[204!
However,!inevitably,!it!leads!us!to!the!coda!in!bar!215,!(Ex.!3.9):!!
!
Ex.!3.9,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!213[217!
This!does!not!sound!predictable!because,!as!in!Chopin's!second!Ballade,!it!occurs!at!
the!point!where!the!first!theme!reappears!in!bar!141!(Ex.!3.10)!and!concludes!with!
an!acceleration!that!leads!to!the!second!theme.!However,!after!Rawsthorne's!
acceleration!the!listener!is!likely!to!be!surprised!by!the!appearance!of!the!coda.!!
!
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!
Ex.!3.10,!Chopin's!Second!Ballade,!bars!136[143!
!Additionally,!after!the!reappearance!of!the!first!theme!there!is!a!change!of!time!
signature,!which!is!associated!with!the!second!theme.!It!appears!almost!to!
announce!the!inevitable!reappearance!of!the!second!theme.!Perhaps!if!Rawsthorne!
wanted!to!present!the!second!theme!again!this!would!be!the!perfect!moment!to!
place!it.!Instead!the!music!carries!on,!with!a!new!time!signature,!to!introduce!the!
coda,!providing!a!great!sense!of!continuity.!As!already!pointed!out!in!Chapter!2,!this!
manner!of!continuity!is!also!considered!by!Rawsthorne!to!be!one!of!the!essential!
compositional!techniques!in!Chopin's!third!ballade,!even!though!Rawsthorne!
achieves!it!here!in!a!different!way.!
(!
!
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3.2.3(What(holds(the(work(together?(
As!already!demonstrated,!Chopin's!ballades!have!unifying!elements!that!holds!the!
form!of!each!ballade.!Rawsthorne!identified!a!series!of!such!elements!in!Chopin's!
ballades.!The!first!is!the!introduction!and!the!recurring!appearance!of!the!first!
theme.!Second,!in!Chopin's!second!Ballade,!the!first!theme's!rhythm!(Ex.!2.8)!seems!
to!provide!an!unconscious!rhythmic!and!melodic!relationship,!and!is!to!be!found!
almost!everywhere!in!the!work.!One!of!the!third!Ballade's!unifying!elements!is!the!
two[note!motif!that!permeates!the!whole!work!(Ex.!2.15).!In!Chopin's!fourth!
Ballade,!the!variation!structure!and!the!relationship!between!the!introduction!and!
the!main!theme!lend!a!degree!of!unity!to!the!overall!framework.!The!fourth!Ballade!
also!contains!a!four[note!figure!(Ex.!2.16)!that!is!present!in!all!of!the!themes!of!the!
work!and!thus!provides!unity.!!
!
In!a!similar!manner!to!that!of!Chopin,!Rawsthorne!chose!a!four[note!figure!to!build!
his!second!Ballade,!(Ex.!3.11):!
!
Ex.!3.11,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!1[2!
In!the!programme!note!that!accompanied!the!premier!of!this!piece,!Rawsthorne!
explains!that!this!Ballade!"is!based!upon!a!four[note!figure!whose!influence!is!to!be!!
!
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felt!throughout!the!piece".
13!It!is!evident,!then,!that!Rawsthorne,!in!a!manner!
reminiscent!of!Chopin,!decided!to!choose!a!short!motif!and!to!build!his!second!
Ballade!around!it.!He!succeeded.!The!chosen!figure!therefore!provides!a!sense!of!
unity!and!cohesion!to!the!Ballade!as!it!pervades!the!whole!work.!Also!like!Chopin's!
third!Ballade,!the!figure!chosen!by!Rawsthorne!is!a!double!falling!second;!a!
reminder!of!Chopin's!single!falling!second!figure,!discussed!in!Chapter!2!(Ex.!2.15).!
In!order!to!illustrate!the!mechanism!of!Rawsthorne's!four[note!figure!in!unifying!his!
Ballade,!its!use!and!development!throughout!the!work!will!now!be!considered.!!
!
Rawsthorne's!second!Ballade!consists!of!four!sections,!a!coda!and!what!I!here!
describe!as!'a!reminder'.
14!The!structure!is!shown!in!table!3.2:!!
Section(1( Andante(con(moto( Bars(1N37(
Section(2( Allegro(furioso( Bars(38N147(
Section(3( Andante((come(1)( Bars(148N170(
Section(4( Un(poco(piu(vivace( Bars(171N214(
Coda( Piu(mosso( Bars(215N274(
Reminder( Poco(meno(mosso(e(piu(tranquillo( Bars(275N290(
Table!3.2!
The!first!section!begins!by!introducing!the!four[note!figure,!which!then!develops!
from!bar!24,!and!although!it!transforms!into!very!dissonant!chords,!it!can!still!be!
heard!in!the!top!notes,!(Ex.!3.12,!in!the!circles):!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
13 !Rawsthorne,!Programme!Note,!20!March!1967.!
14 I!called!this!last!short!section!a!'reminder'!because!Rawsthorne!also!called!the!same!section!in!
Chopin's!second!Ballade!a!'reminder';!Rawsthorne,!'Ballades,!Fantasy!and!Scherzos',!53.!!
!
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!
Ex.!3.12,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!24[25!
The!first!section!also!finishes!with!a!'dying!away'!version!of!the!same!motif!but!this!
time!it!is!taken!up!by!the!left[hand.!The!second!section!starts!aggressively,!and!
interrupts!the!four[note!figure,!thus!providing!a!sense!of!rejection!of!this!theme.!
However,!as!soon!as!this!section!is!established,!another!version!of!the!same!theme!
appears!(Ex.!3.13):!
!
Ex.!3.13,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!43[44!
This!reappearance!of!the!motif!within!the!second!fast!section!seems!to!establish!its!
importance,!and!makes!its!reappearance!appear!more!inevitable!to!the!listener.!
This!section!is!also!closes!with!the!same!motif!(Ex.!3.14,!in!the!circles):!!
!
Ex.!3.14,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!142[147!
As!soon!as!the!second!section!is!closes,!the!third!section!takes!up!the!motif!again,!
starting!on!a!C!(Ex.!3.15,!in!the!circle):!!
!
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Ex.!3.15,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!148[151!
This!technique!is!similar!to!Chopin's!use!of!tonality!conflict!in!his!second!Ballade.!In!
it,!the!first!section!starts!on!F!major!tonality!moving!to!the!fast!A!minor!section!and!
returns!again!to!the!same!tempo!and!the!same!tonality.!Here!Rawsthorne!adopts!
the!same!approach.!After!the!fast!section,!the!music!does!not!behave!predictably;!
the!Andante!section!is!shorter!–!as!in!Chopin's!second!Ballade!(bars!83[95)!–!and,!
when!the!first!theme!returns!in!Chopin's!second!Ballade!(bar!83),!it!is!then!
interrupted!by!a!"deceptive!cadence"!(bar!96)!which!still!explores!the!same!motif.!
Rawsthorne!also!interrupts!the!reappearance!of!the!Andante!section!by!introducing!
a!strange!version!of!the!main!motif,!this!time!with!new!harmonies!(Ex.!3.16):!
!!
Ex.!3.16,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!160[164!
The!end!of!this!section!leads!to!the!fourth!section!(starting!in!bar!171),!which!also!
presents!a!new!variation!of!the!key!motif.!During!this!variation,!the!four[note!figure!
seems!to!be!stretched,!taking!on!a!more!rhythmic!character!(Ex.!3.17):!!
!
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!
Ex.!3.17,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bar!171!
Rawsthorne!keeps!extending!the!motif!until!it!fills!almost!two!and!half!bars!(Ex.!
3.18):!
!
Ex.!3.18,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!194[196!
This!section!is!concluded!by!a!reappearance!of!the!first!version!of!the!main!motif!at!
the!end!of!the!section.!This!time!Rawsthorne!echoes!the!motif's!first!appearance!
through!use!of!the!same!dialogic!character.!This!pp!section!is!soon!interrupted!by!
extremely!dissonant!ffz!intervals!(bars!211[212),!which!are!then!followed!by!an!
ascending!scale!that!leads!to!the!coda!in!bar!215.!
!
Like!his!understanding!to!Chopin’s!ballades,!Rawsthorne!uses!a!particular!motif!to!
give!unity!to!the!whole!work.!This!four[note!figure!is!clearly!spread!through!all!four!
sections!of!this!Ballade,!where!it!undergoes!transformation,!emerging!as!a!different!
variation!in!every!section.!This!builds!up!the!music!and!the!tension,!and!at!the!same!
time!holds!the!work!together.!In!this!way,!this!Ballade!firmly!resembles!Chopin's!
ballade,!particularly!through!the!unifying!elements;!first,!the!use!of!a!specific!motif!
similar!to!Chopin's!second!Ballade;!second,!the!manner!of!variation!that!Chopin!
used!in!his!fourth!Ballade;!third,!the!way!Chopin!transforms!and!uses!the!first!!
!
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theme!in!his!first!Ballade!is!applied!to!Rawsthorne's!transformation!of!the!motif!
throughout!the!piece.!Rawsthorne's!second!Ballade!clearly!draws!on!compositional!
techniques!identified!in!Rawsthorne’s!analysis!of!all!four!of!Chopin's!ballades.!!
!
3.2.4(The(coda(and(the(ending(
In!his!coda,!Rawsthorne!again!relies!on!a!technique!displayed!by!Chopin!in!his!
ballades;!it!too!has!no!thematic!connection!with!the!previous!material.
15!The!coda!is!
technically!challenging!like!those!of!Chopin's!first,!second!and!fourth!Ballades.!
Chopin's!influence!on!Rawsthorne!can!be!seen!clearly!in!the!last!few!bars!of!the!
coda!(Ex.!3.19):!
!
Ex.!3.19,!Chopin's!First!Ballade,!bars!250[264!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
15 Rawsthorne,!'Ballades,!Fantasy!and!Scherzos',!48.!!
!
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Chopin!finishes!his!first!Ballade!with!two!ascending!scales!that!are!separated!by!a!
hint!of!the!main!melody.!Rawsthorne!points!out:!
This!coda![First!Ballade],!as!is!often!the!case!in!his![Chopin's]!works,!has!no!
thematic!connexion!with!preceding!material,!except!for!a!faint!hint!at!the!
very!end.
16!
This!hint!is!to!be!found!in!bars!253!and!257,!in!which!the!music!recalls!the!first!
theme!and!its!transformation!(as!in!Chopin's!first!ballade,!example!2.6,!which!has!
already!been!discussed).!Chopin!then!concludes!with!a!descending!chromatic!scale!
in!octaves,!about!which!Rawsthorne!says!"nothing!could!be!more!conclusive".
17!
Rawsthorne!–!perhaps!unsurprisingly!–!ends!his!second!Ballade!in!a!similar!way,!
using!two!descending!scales!separated!by!a!hint!of!the!four[note!figure!(Ex.!3.20):!
!
Ex.!3.20,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!267[274!!
He!then!continues!to!close!with!a!descending!scale!in!octaves,!marked!with!an!
aggressive!ffz!dynamic.
18!However,!because!Rawsthorne!also!appreciated!Chopin's!
way!of!closing!his!second!Ballade,!he!did!not!seem!completely!satisfied!with!this!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
16 Rawsthorne,!'Ballades,!Fantasy!and!Scherzos',!48.!
17 Ibid.,!49.!!
18 Rees!also!commented!on!the!similar!use!of!the!descending!octave's!scale;!Rees,!The$Piano$works$
of$Alan$Rawsthorne,!6[8.!!
!
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ending!and!thus!added!the!last!section!which!I!have!labelled!'a!reminder',!a!name!
inspired!by!Rawsthorne's!writings:!
With!one!of!Chopin's!most!magical!touches![he!close!with]!a!whispered!
reminder!of!the!very!opening!and!a!slow!full!close!that!'vibrates!in!the!
memory'.
19!
Therefore,!after!an!aggressive!closing!section,!similar!to!Chopin's!first!Ballade,!
Rawsthorne!adds!an!additional!16!bars!(Ex.!3.21),!to!present!a!reminder!of!the!first!
part!of!this!journey!in!a!last!short!section.
20!
!
Ex.!3.21,!Rawsthorne's!Second!Ballade,!bars!275[290!!
This!coda!is!a!striking!example!of!Chopin's!influence!on!Rawsthorne.!Whether!
consciously!or!subconsciously,!Rawsthorne!uses!compositional!devices!almost!
identical!to!those!found!in!Rawsthorne’s!analysis!of!Chopin's!ballades.!Indeed,!
Rawsthorne!integrated!the!concept!of!both!the!first!and!the!second!codas!of!
Chopin's!ballades!in!the!writing!of!his!own!coda.!However,!Rawsthorne's!Ballade!
ends!with!a!C,!the!principal!note!of!the!work,!which!is!unlike!Chopin's!second!
Ballade!in!which!the!reminder!section!ends!with!the!second!fast!theme!in!A!minor!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
19 Rawsthorne,!'Ballades,!Fantasy!and!Scherzos',!53.!!
20!Rees!also!highlighted!this!point!in!comparison!with!Chopin;!Rees,!The$Piano$works$of$Alan$
Rawsthorne,$17.!
!!
!
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instead!of!F!major,!suggesting!more!of!a!dramatic!closing!rather!than!Rawsthorne's!
optimist!end.!!!!!
!
3.3(Conclusion(
From!the!previous!discussion,!it!is!evident!that!Rawsthorne's!second!Ballade!takes!
Chopin's!ballade!form!as!a!model.!Similarly!to!Chopin,!Rawsthorne!starts!this!
Ballade!with!an!ambiguous!introduction,!in!terms!of!harmony!and!in!the!sense!of!
metre.!Although!C!is!the!central!melodic!focus,!Rawsthorne!concealed!this!with!the!
addition!of!accidentals,!which!introduce!strange!harmonies,!but!always!returning!to!
C.!!
!
Like!Chopin,!Rawsthorne!also!constructs!the!musical!events!with!both!inevitability!
and!surprise!in!mind,!providing!the!natural!unfolding!quality!that!is!also!associated!
with!Chopin's!ballade!genre!according!to!Rawsthorne's!understanding!of!it.!
Furthermore,!Rawsthorne!chooses!a!motif!and!uses!it!to!build!the!ballade!structure;!
a!technique!that!he!admired!in!Chopin's!ballades.!He!transforms!this!chosen!motif!
in!every!section!of!his!work,!demonstrating!not!only!his!development!technique,!
but!also!an!appreciation!of!the!variation!structure!of!Chopin's!fourth!Ballade.!
Rawsthorne's!decision!to!present!the!coda!instead!of!recalling!the!second!theme!
provides!a!sense!of!continuity,!and!is!also!to!be!found!in!Chopin's!third!Ballade!as!
examined.!!
!
As!a!result,!this!Ballade!–!written!after!Rawsthorne!published!his!article!on!Chopin!–!
reflects!his!understanding!of!Chopin's!ballade!form!in!almost!every!respect.!!
!
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Rawsthorne's!decision!not!to!use!a!programme!material!in!his!second!Ballade!
perhaps!shows!a!greater!understanding!of!Chopin's!concept!of!the!ballade!than!was!
evident!in!Rawsthorne's!first!Ballade.!Although!Rawsthorne!gave!his!first!Ballade!a!
programme!–!making!it!bears!more!of!a!resemblance!to!Brahms's!Edward!Ballade!
(Op.!10)!–!it!still!shows!some!elements!of!resemblance!to!Chopin's!ballade!form.!In!
both!ballades,!Rawsthorne!chooses!a!specific!motif!that!pervades!the!whole!work.!
More!significantly,!both!Rawsthorne's!ballades!have!home!key!that!are!always!
interrupted!by!anti[key!material.!Thus,!there!is!a!conflict!between!the!G[sharp!
minor!and!G!major!in!the!first!Ballade,!which!ends!with!the!triumph!of!the!G[sharp!
minor!but!with!an!echo!left!because!of!the!G!major!(middle!section)!interruption.!In!
the!second!Ballade,!there!is!also!a!conflict!between!the!home!key!C!and!the!
accidentals!that!always!act!in!opposition,!and!which!also!end!with!C.!This!conflict!to!
establish!a!tonal!centrality!and!to!fight!all!the!obstacles!to!appear!in!the!end!is!the!
key!to!understand!the!socio[political!voice!in!these!works!which!I!present!in!the!
final!chapter.!*
*
*
*
*
Chapter*IV*
*
*
*
*
*!
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Chapter(4:(The(Ballade:(A(non2nationalist(voice(searching(for(universal(freedom(
Introduction(
This!chapter!seeks!to!identify!the!socio5political!voice!in!the!piano!ballades!that!
Chopin!composed!between!June!1836!and!November!1843,!and!across!his!concept!
of!the!genre!as!a!whole.
1!I!will!examine!the!ability!of!this!genre!to!provide!a!musical!
narrative!that!represents!a!departure!from!national!freedom!to!a!broader!one.!
Accordingly,!I!will!then!present!Rawsthorne's!special!re5articulation!of!this!Romantic!
musical!form!as!a!reaction!to!his!time!and!place.!!!!
!
The!chapter!begins!by!discussing!the!extent!to!which!Chopin!attempted!to!imbue!
his!music!with!a!sense!of!nationalism.!Unlike!his!overtly!nationalist!music,!Chopin's!
ballades!demonstrate!the!capacity!to!represent!both!nationalist!and!non5nationalist!
voice.!For!this,!I!will!explain!the!circumstances!of!the!appearance!of!the!piano!
ballade!genre.!First,!music!as!a!narrative!art!form!will!be!highlighted!along!with!the!
popularity!of!the!literary!ballad!genre!during!the!nineteenth!century.!Second,!I!
present!Chopin's!concept!of!the!ballade!genre,!which!he!derived!from!Mickiewicz's!
description.!It!seems!that,!by!adopting!Mickiewicz's!approach,!Chopin!was!able!to!
achieve!a!distinctive!narrative!quality!in!his!piano!ballades;!one!that!represents!not!
simply!a!nationalist!voice,!but!a!nationalist!and!a!non5nationalist!one.!!
!
In!this!respect,!Chopin's!ballade!genre!presents!a!paradox.!These!paradoxical!–!
nationalist!and!non5nationalist!–!voices!will!be!interpreted!in!relation!to!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
1 Maurice!Brown,!Chopin:(An(Index(of(his(Works(in(Chronological(Order!(London:!Macmillan!&!Co!Ltd,!
1960),!1655166.!!
!
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previous!chapter's!musical!analysis.!The!search!for!tonality!in!Chopin's!ballades!and!
Rawsthorne's!first!Ballade,!and!the!search!for!tonal!centrality!in!Rawsthorne's!
second!Ballade!–!according!to!the!second!and!third!chapters!–!will!represent!a!non5
nationalist!voice!searching!for!freedom.!!
!
Then,!I!will!present!Rawsthorne's!modernist!attitude!towards!the!socio5political!
landscape!of!the!twentieth!century.!I!will!look!particularly!in!Britain,!and!the!
multicultural!society!that!need!for!multi5national!voices!to!support!a!healthy!co5
existence!of!people.!Accordingly,!it!seems!that!the!ballade!is!Chopin's!'storyless'
2!
narrative!genre!that!speaks!with!a!non5nationalist!voice!through!its!ability!to!
represent!different!national!voices.!Furthermore,!Rawsthorne's!ballades!–!especially!
his!second!–!can,!against!a!backdrop!of!great!socio5political!uncertainty,!be!analysed!
as!a!piece!that!represent!these!ideas.!Rawsthorne's!second!ballade!–!a!conversation!
with!Chopin!–!demonstrates!a!special!approach!to!this!heroic!genre,!one!that!
departs!from!national!or!even!European!narratives!and!aims!at!a!more!universal!
message!about!human!dignity!and!freedom.!!
!
4.1(The(national(music(of(Chopin:(The(voice(of(the(Poles(
The!growth!of!interest!in!the!idea!of!music!as!a!narrative!art!emerged!
simultaneously!with!the!word!nationalism,!which!was!of!"special!political!
significance".
3!Nationalism!had!influenced!the!Romantic!generation!to!write!music!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
2!'Storyless'!is!a!term!that!I!will!be!using!to!illustrate!Chopin's!invention!of!the!instrumental!Ballade!
form!for!having!a!story!line!that!tells!no!specific!story.!It!is!like!having!an!empty!notebook!between!
the!hands!of!a!writer!or!a!blank!sheet!of!music!in!the!hands!of!a!composer,!so!they!starts!to!fill!these!
empty!lines,!each!one,!according!to!his!own!experience!and!desire.!!!! !
3 Parakilas,!Ballade(without(Words,!42.!!!
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that!embraced!a!national!spirit.!Works!like!Chopin's!Polonaises!and!Mazurkas,!
Liszt's!Hungarian!dances,!and!the!Slavonic!dances!of!Dvorak!are!just!some!
examples.!!!!
!
Around!1830,!the!term!nationalism!reflected,!within!Europe,!the!spirit!of!each!
nation!and!the!individuality!of!that!nation's!culture.!Johann!Gottfried!Herder,!a!
German!thinker,!declared!late!in!the!eighteenth!century!that!"nationality!could!not!
come!into!existence!without!language".
4!During!the!same!socio5political!climate,!
Chopin!set!music!to!a!patriotic!Polish!text!during!a!war!time!in!his!country.!Through!
his!songs,!Chopin!expressed!the!spirit!of!his!own!people,!in!which!–!as!we!will!see!
later!–!he!was!considered!to!be!Poland's!national!composer.!Even!so,!Chopin!–!who!
lived!in!Paris!from!1831!until!his!death!in!1849!–!had!never!written!music!to!
accompany!French!text,!which!by!all!accounts!was!"a!language!he!had!learned!as!a!
child!and!spoke!fluently".
5!Such!a!decision!demonstrates!Chopin's!desire!to!
represent!only!the!Polish!spirit!in!his!music!in!this!period.!!
!
Chopin's!passion!for!composing!national!music!was!demonstrated!in!a!letter!to!his!
friend!Tytus,!dated!25!December!1831,!in!which!he!wrote:!"You!know!how!I!have!
longed!to!feel!our!national!music,!and!to!some!extent!have!succeeded!in!feeling!it".
6!
Jim!Samson!also!claimed!that!Romantic!nationalism!"played!a!part!in!shaping!
Chopin's!understanding!of!what!he,!himself,!called!'our!national!music'".
7!Unlike!his!
deliberately!national!music,!as!I!will!argue!later!in!this!chapter,!Chopin!did!not!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
4 Parakilas,!Ballade(without(Words,!24.!
5 Ibid.,!22.!!
6 Chopin,!Chopin's(Letters,!166.!
7 Jim!Samson,!The(Master(Musicians:(Chopin!(Oxford:!Oxford!University!Press,!1996),!56.!!
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intend!to!particularize!the!voice!of!his!ballades.!Chopin!instead!created!a!form!
capable!of!nationalist!and!non5nationalist!representations!simultaneously.!
!
Chopin's!earlier!attempt!to!compose!Polish!national!music!can!easily!be!traced!
through!the!chronological!development!of!his!compositions.!He!started!his!career!
as!a!composer!in!1817!with!works!in!two!famous!Polish!genres;!the!Polonaise!and!
the!Mazurka.
8!This!has!led!many!scholars!to!regard!Chopin!as!a!primarily!Polish!
patriot.!Given!the!fast!increase!in!such!patriotic!considerations!by!scholars,!Tad!
Szulc!pointed!out!that!by!approximately!183051831!(around!the!time!of!the!
November5Uprising):!!
Chopin!was!already!regarded!…!as!something!of!a!national!hero!and!his!
Polonaises!and!Mazurkas!were!perceived!as!expressions!of!patriotism!at!a!
time!when!it!was!vital!to!keep!the!national!culture!alive.
9!
The!pianist!Wilhelm!von!Lenz,!a!pupil!of!Chopin's,!described!his!teacher's!devotion!
to!Poland.!Lenz!said!"Chopin!…!represented!Poland!…![he]!was!the!only!political!
pianist!…!he!incarnated!Poland,!he!put!Poland!to!music".
10!Commenting!more!
specifically!about!the!Polishness!in!Chopin's!Polonaises!and!Mazurkas,!Szulc!points!
out!that:!!
[They]!were!his!way!of!expressing!his!Polishness,!Polish!sentimentality,!and!
devotion!to!Polish!independence;!they!were!the!only!genre!Chopin!
composed!uninterruptedly!throughout!his!life.
11!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
8 Brown,!Chopin:(An(Index(of(his(Works,!1.!!
9 Szulc,!Chopin(in(Paris,!97.!
10(Ibid.,!115.!
11 Ibid.!!
!
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Jeffrey!Kallberg!argued!that!the!Polonaises!and!the!Mazurkas!were!Chopin's!
national!genres.!He!also!noted!that!the!Mazurkas,!especially!those!composed!
throughout!the!1830s!and!1840s,!left!a!deeper!impression!on!the!nationalist!critics.!!
!
Chopin's!success!in!composing!national!music!was!reflected!in!critics'!reviews!of!his!
works.!Kallberg!examined!Polish,!French!and!German!critics'!responses!to!Chopin's!
Mazurkas,!noting!firstly!the!comments!in!the!Polish!press!after!Chopin's!
performances!in!March!1830!of!his!F!minor!Piano!Concerto!(Op.!21),!including!a!
Mazurka!finale:!!
It!is!also!pleasing!to!the!Polish!people!when!reflecting!on!such!a!magnificent!
talent,!nay!even!genius,!to!remember!that!in!the!greater!part!of!his!
compositions!as!well!as!in!his!performance!the!spirit!of!the!nation!was!
evident!…!!
The!land!which!has!given!him!life!by!its!songs!has!influences!the!character!of!
his!music.!This!is!evident!in!the!works!of!this!artist!where!the!sound!of!many!
of!his!melodies!seems!to!be!a!joyful!echo!of!our!native!harmony.!The!simple!
mazurka!becomes!transformed!at!his!touch!while!it!still!preserves!its!own!
peculiar!flavor!and!accent.!To!capture!the!charming!simplicity!of!such!native!
refrains!as!Chopin!does!with!his!exquisite!playing!and!brilliant!composition,!
one!has!to!have!certain!sensitivity!to!the!music!of!our!fields!and!woodlands!
and!the!songs!of!the!Polish!peasant!…!!
Our!native!songs!which!appear!in!his!works,!far!from!making!them!tiresome,!
serve!as!an!ingenious!background!of!ideas!…!they!have!this!common!trait,!
that!they!all!strive!to!bring!forth!their!own!stamp!of!individuality!as!well!as!
that!of!the!nation!which!influenced!their!character.
12!
This!is!why!Chopin!was!already!regarded!as!a!national!hero!by!that!time.!It!is!clear!
from!these!reviews!that!Chopin's!music,!especially!the!Mazurkas,!made!a!great!
impact!on!the!Polish!audience.!As!pointed!out!in!one!of!the!reviews,!this!"stamp!of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
12 Jeffrey!Kallberg,!'Hearing!Poland:!Chopin!and!Nationalism',!in!Larry!Todd,!(ed.)!NineteenthCCentury(
Piano(Music!(London:!Routledge,!2004),!246.!!!!
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individuality"!in!Chopin's!music!seemed!somehow!to!fulfill!the!needs!of!Polish!
audience!influenced!by!Romantic!nationalism,!and!quick!to!indulge!in!nostalgia!
relating!to!their!national!identity,!particularly!during!a!time!of!war.!Audiences!heard!
the!Mazurkas!as!the!voice!of!Poland's!distinctive!spirit,!at!the!same!time!when!this!
trend!was!perhaps!at!its!strongest,!and!when!their!national!identity!was!threatened!
by!war.!
!
The!very!same!concert!also!left!an!impression!on!other!European!audiences.!
Although!Chopin's!Mazurkas!sounded!distinctly!Polish!to!them,!the!music!provided!
a!sense!of!the!peculiar.!The!following!examples!are!excerpts!from!contemporary!
European!reviews:!
!
Hector!Berlioz,!1833:!!
His!melodies,!all!impregnated!with!Polish!elements,!have!something!naively!
untamed!about!them!that!charms!and!captivates!by!its!very!strangeness.
13!
German!periodical,!1833:!
He!who!is!more!intimately!acquainted!with!charming,!and,!in!this!genre,!
particularly!inimitable!dance!of!Poland,!he!who!is!aware!of!how!the!dancing!
pair!knows!gracefully!and!securely!how!to!adapt!to!each!altered!accent,!will!
know!how!to!appreciate!the!piquancy!of!the!peculiar!rhythm!in!the!
mazurkas!…!It!extends!a!special!spirit!of!sadness!through!the!often!singularly!
accentuated!desire!to!dance,!like!a!deep!and!secretly!sighing!power!that!
governs!only!more!uncannily!through!the!great!contrast.
14!!
and!a!French!newspaper,!1834:!
M.!Chopin!has!acquired!a!quite!special!reputation!for!the!spiritual!and!
profoundly!artistic!manner!in!which!he!handles!the!national!music!of!Poland,!
a!genre!of!music!that!still!remains!very!little!to!us!…!The!true!Polish!mazurka,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
13 Kallberg,!'Hearing!Poland',!248.!
14 Ibid.!!
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such!as!M.!Chopin!reproduces!for!us!here,!carries!so!particular!a!character,!
and!at!the!same!time!adapts!with!such!advantage!to!the!expression!of!a!
sombre!melancholy!as!well!as!to!that!of!an!eccentric!joy5it!is!suitable!as!
much!to!love!songs!as!to!war!songs5that!it!seem!to!us!preferable!to!many!
other!musical!forms.
15!
Kallberg!points!out!that,!although!foreign!critics!heard!Chopin's!mazurkas!as!Polish!
national!music,!they!also!added!terms!like!'strangeness',!'peculiarity',!'singularity',!
'uncanniness',!and!'eccentricity'!to!their!comments.!The!nature!of!this!reception!is!
unsurprising!given!the!unfamiliarity!of!this!new!genre.!To!non5Polish!European!
citizens,!the!Mazurka!was!a!peculiar!title,!a!new!genre,!written!by!a!Polish!composer!
and!emerging!from!a!country!in!the!midst!of!war.!In!the!throes!of!nationalist!fever!
that!war5time!is!known!to!elicit,!the!title!Mazurka!would!have!seemed!particularly!
alien!to!German!or!French!listeners!but,!as!Harry!Hearder!suggested,!would!also!
serve!to!motivate!a!nation!like!Poland.
16!Hearder!argues!that!the!impact!of!
nationalism!was!stronger!on!those,!perhaps!like!Chopin,!who!were!resident!in!
struggling!nations.!Hearder!argues!that!in!order!to!achieve!a!coherent!national!
movement!some!elements!must!be!realized:!racial!consciousness!or!illusions,!
language,!culture,!religion,!geography!or!any!combination!thereof.!He!adds!"where!
all!five!elements!coincided!–!as!in!Italy,!Ireland!and!Poland!–!strong!and!ultimately!
successful!nationalist!movements!developed.
17!This!almost!inevitable!stimulation!
and!focusing!of!the!Polish!national!consciousness!thus!played!a!significant!part!in!
framing!Mazurkas!as!a!'voice'!of!the!Polish!people.!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
15 Kallberg,!'Hearing!Poland',!248.!!
16 Harry!Hearder,!Europe(in(the(Nineteenth(Century(1830C1880!(London:!Longman,!1966),!42.!
17 Ibid.!!!
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The!Mazurka!represents!Polish!individuals!because!it!emanated!from!the!Polish!
culture.!Its!title,!the!patriotic!exiled!composer,!and!the!Romantic!nationalistic!trend!
were!fundamental!reasons!for!such!reception.!The!Mazurka!represents!the!Polish!
culture,!not!Europe!as!a!whole,!thus,!European!critics!tended!to!refer!to!Mazurkas!
as!Polish!national!music!–!added!terms!like!'strangeness',!'peculiarity',!'singularity',!
'uncanniness',!and!'eccentricity'!to!their!comments!–!because!they!were!aliens!to!
them,!and!did!not!represent,!for!example,!the!German!or!the!French!individual.!
!
The!Mazurka!in!this!context!seems!to!suggest!a!political!message!that!expressed!
Chopin's!feeling!of!protest!and!rage!against!the!enemy.!Schumann!wrote:!!
If!the!powerful!ruling!monarch!in!the!north![the!Russian!Tsar]!knew!what!a!
dangerous!foe!threatens!him!in!Chopin's!works!–!in!the!simple!melodies!of!
his!mazurkas!–!he!would!have!forbidden!this!music!…!Chopin's!music!are!
cannon[s]!concealed!among!flowers.
18!
In!his!Mazurkas,!Chopin!was!able!to!attract!the!attention!of!audiences!(both!Polish!
and!European)!and!drew!them!into!conscious!engagement!with!his!music.!In!his!
version!of!this!Polish!genre,!Chopin!achieved!what!Schumann!once!suggested:!
"Listen!closely!to!folk!songs;!they!are!an!inexhaustible!mine!of!the!most!beautiful!
melodies!and!will!give!you!a!glimpse!into!the!character!of!different!nations".
19!The!
Mazurkas!succeeded!in!representing!the!Polish!nation's!character,!and!the!
European!responses!are!crucial!evidence.!!
!
There!seems!to!be!little!doubt!that!Chopin's!Mazurkas,!Polonaises!and!also!Polish!
songs!reflected!somehow!the!trend!of!Romantic!nationalism.!Chopin!was!born!at!a!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
18 Szulc,!Chopin(in(Paris,!97598.!
19!Taruskin,!The(Oxford(History(of(Western(Music,(Vol.(3,!345.!!!
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time!when!Herder's!ideas!of!nationalism!were!widely!adopted!in!Europe,!especially!
in!Central!and!Eastern!Europe.
20!It!seems!likely,!given!the!prevailing!sense!of!
Romantic!nationalism,!Poland's!socio5political!situation,!and!Chopin's!desire!to!feel!
the!Polish!national!music!that!he!was!inspired!to!start!his!career!with!Polish!genres,!
setting!famous!Polish!patriotic!texts!to!music!and!adopting!Polish!dance!genres!for!
his!piano!music.!As!already!mentioned!in!the!first!chapter,!Chopin!often!spoke!of!his!
sense!of!helplessness!when!it!came!to!defence!of!his!country:!"I!am!here!inactive,!
with!bare!hands,!sometimes!sighing!…!I!suffer!at!the!piano".
21!His!music,!therefore,!
became!the!primary!outlet!through!which!he!could!channel!his!frustrations!and!
patriotic!feelings,!and!allowed!him!to!somehow!compensate!for!a!sense!of!guilt!
toward!his!beloved!country.!
!
4.2(Nationalism(as(a(European(entity(((((((((((((
Let!us!now!turn!to!a!broader!importance!of!Romantic!nationalism.!Taruskin!argued!
that:!
By!the!middle!of!the!nineteenth!century!their!effort![the!German!
philosophers]!had!been!duplicated!in!almost!every!European!country!…!
[which]!enhanced!the!national!consciousness!of!all!peoples.
22!!
!
These!philosophical!ideas,!which!were!spreading!rapidly!all!over!Europe,!provided!a!
subconscious!inspiration!for!a!European!entity.!The!development!of!nationalism!
was!a!continuation!of!its!expansion!on!the!continent.!Parakilas!felt!that!although!
nationalism!aimed!to!particularize!each!nation!according!to!their!language,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
20 Parakilas,!Ballade(without(Words,!24.!
21 Szulc,!Chopin(in(Paris,!47.!
22 Taruskin,!The(Oxford(History(of(Western(Music,!Vol.!3,!121.!!!!
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tradition,!and!custom!as!a!term!of!identification,!paradoxically!and!unintentionally!it!
worked!perfectly!together!with!the!opposite!idea!of!a!European!entity.
23!
!
The!fundamental!difference!between!these!two!ideas!is!the!place!of!the!individual!
within!them.!In!terms!of!a!specific!nation,!the!individual!represents!a!single!part!of!
the!whole!country.!However,!in!the!case!of!European!entity,!any!individual!from!the!
continent!represents!a!single!part!of!the!whole!European!body.!This!is!similar!to!the!
paradoxical!relationship!between!Chopin's!nationalist!music!and!his!ballade.!In!the!
former,!an!individual!Polish!citizen!is!a!single!part!of!this!nationalist!music,!and!thus!
of!Poland.!In!the!latter,!however,!the!same!Polish!individual!appears!as!a!single!part!
of!the!whole!European!continent.!This!dual!nature!of!the!individual's!role!within!
both!smaller!and!larger!wholes!is!strikingly!Herderian.!Barenboim!pointed!out:!
It!is!necessary!for!the!human!being!to!contribute!to!society!in!a!very!
individual!way;!this!makes!the!whole!much!larger!than!the!sum!of!its!parts.!
Individuality!and!collectivism!need!not!to!be!mutually!exclusive;!in!fact,!
together!they!are!capable!of!enhancing!human!existence.
24!
!
Barenboim's!comment!demonstrates!how!notions!of!individuality!and!collectivism!
are!relevant!and!important!to!each!other,!whether!on!a!national!or!global!basis.!The!
case!is!the!same!with!Romantic!nationalism;!a!European!nationalism!can!only!be!
achieved!through!adoption!of!nationalism!at!an!individual!level.!
!
The!nineteenth5century!nationalism!–!along!whose!lines!nations!were!divided!
according!to!their!languages!–!worked!in!parallel!with!the!paradoxical!idea!of!a!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
23 Parakilas,!Ballade(without(Words,!24.!
24 Barenboim,!Everything(is(Connected,(11.!!!
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European!entity.!It!strengthened!the!whole!more!than!the!parts,!and!removed!
boundaries!rather!than!installing!them.!!
!
Turning!back!to!Rawsthorne,!he!rarely!wrote!any!musical!pieces!that!show!him!as!
an!English!patriot!composer.!Constant!Lambert!noted!that!"the!only!thing!which!
Rawsthorne!shares!with!the!'20s!is!a!freedom!from!any!of!the!traditional!English!
influences".
25!As!mentioned!in!the!first!chapter,!Rawsthorne's!socio5political!
participations!were!always!underpinned!by!a!universal!message!about!human!
freedom,!dignity,!and!equality!rather!than!a!nationalist!desire.!He!was!not!an!
English!individual!but!more!of!a!non5nationalist!one.!His!voice!is!to!be!found!in!
many!topics!which!demonstrate!his!universality!rather!than!his!English!individuality.!
Rawsthorne!was!a!political!man,!deeply!committed!to!human!dignity!and!even!
human!rights,!and!this!contributed!in!some!way!to!his!own!special!recreation!of!the!
ballade!form!as!we!will!see!later.!!!!
!
I!will!now!move!from!Chopin's!national!genres!to!the!ballade.!I!will!argue!the!
qualities!that!made!this!genre,!one!that!departs!from!national!narratives!and!aims!
at!a!broader!message!about!freedom.!
!
4.3(The(ballade(genre:(A(non2nationalist(voice!
Chopin's!Mazurkas!and!Polonaises!represented!the!Polish!spirit,!emanating!as!they!
did!from!the!geographical!and!cultural!heart!of!Poland.!Yet,!Chopin's!ballades,!in!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
25 Constant!Lambert,!'The!Young!English!Composers:!IV.!Alan!Rawsthorne',!in!Simon!Wright!(ed.),!The(
Creel,!Vol.!5!(19),!2005/6,!20.!!
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contrast,!seem!to!represent!a!European!form!of!nationalism.
26!The!widespread!
dissemination!and!popular!adoption!of!the!literary!ballad!genre!throughout!Europe,!
gave!this!genre,!"no!matter!what!model!Chopin!had!in!mind",!the!opportunity!to!
represent!the!continent!as!a!whole.
27!
!
In!this!section!I!will!examine!the!qualities!that!made!Chopin's!ballade!distinctly!a!
European!form.!Three!points!are!considered.!The!first!is!the!growth!in!the!idea!of!
music!as!a!narrative!art!form.!This!focuses!on!the!connection!between!music!and!
literature.!The!second!is!the!popularity!of!the!literary!ballad!during!Chopin's!time.!It!
demonstrates!the!importance!of!this!genre!and!presents!some!European!imitations.!
The!third!is!Chopin's!concept!of!the!genre.!Here!I!will!argue!Chopin's!desire!not!to!
particularize!his!ballades,!but!generalize!them.!!!!!
!
4.3.1(Music(and(narrativity(((
Many!authors!have!noted!that!the!perception!of!music!as!language!and!narrative!
art!has!existed!since!at!least!the!sixteenth!century.
28!Composers,!consciously!or!
subconsciously,!are!familiar!with!the!idea!of!expressing!particular!emotions,!
colours,!characters,!and!stories!through!their!music.
29!Bellman!wrote:!
Descriptive!and!narrative!strategies!in!instrumental!music!date!back!at!least!
to!the!later!Renaissance,!when!depictions!of!battles!and!other!phenomena!
(e.g.,!"The!Fall!of!the!Leafe,"!by!Martin!Peerson![c.!157251651]!enjoyed!a!
certain!popularity).
30!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
26 Parakilas,!Ballades(without(Words,!23.!!
27 Ibid.!
28 Chen,!Narrative(in(the(Ballades,!12.!
29!Ibid.!
30 Bellman,!Chopin's(Polish(Ballade,!35.!!
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Further!attempts!to!solidify!the!notion!of!music!as!a!work!of!literature!or!
philosophy!were!made!during!the!so5called!Empfindsamkeit
31!(sentimentality)!and!
Sturm(und(Drang(movements!in!the!1760s!and!1770s!Germany.
32!This!was!a!
reaction!to!eighteenth5century!expressive!and!freedom!theories!of!philosophers!like!
Immanuel!Kant!and!Friedrich!Hegel.!Taylor!notes!that:!!
It!is!in!this!period!that!art!came!to!be!considered!for!the!first!time!the!
highest!human!activity!and!fulfillment,!a!conception!which!has!had!a!large!
part!in!the!making!of!contemporary!civilization.
33!!
Given!the!vast!increase!in!ideas!of!national!identity!and!cultural!belonging,!music!
seemed!to!represent!an!important!part!in!that!culture!and!thus!was!considered!
significant.!
!
Later,!the!connection!between!music!and!narrative!arts!became!more!obvious,!
especially!during!the!first!half!of!the!nineteenth!century.!It!was!clear!that!
composers!were!influenced!by!poetry!and!literature:!Beethoven!was!influenced!by!
Schiller's!lied;!Schumann!by!the!novels!of!Jean!Paul;!Berlioz!by!the!Romantic!thrillers!
of!Hugo,!Byron's!plays!and!the!works!of!Shakespeare;!Liszt!was!inspired!by!Goethe,!
Dante,!Shakespeare,!Schiller,!Tasso,!and!Hugo,!as!well!as!the!paintings!of!Wilhelm!
Kaulbach.
34!!
!
!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
31 Emphasizes!on!the!expression!of!contrasting!emotions;!Chen,!Narrative(in(the(Ballades,!2.!!
32 Ibid.!
33 Taylor,!Hegel(and(Modern(Society,!2.!
34 Chen,!Narrative(in(the(Ballades,!4.!!
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This!was,!as!Szulc!points!out,!essential!to!Romanticism:!!
The!Romance!Fryderyk!Chopin!found!in!Paris!was!also!history!in!the!making!
and!soon!he,!too,!became!part!of!it.!This!was!a!time!in!Europe!when!art!and!
politics5and!culture!and!history5influenced!and!redefined!each!other!in!an!
unprecedented!fashion!…!it!was!the!crucible!of!the!Romantic!Age.
35!!
This!tendency!towards!words,!poems!or!the!so5called!narrative!art!forms!was!not!a!
sudden!trend.!It!had!started!much!earlier,!but!had!been!spreading!rapidly!across!
Europe!during!this!period.!!
!
Bellman!argued!that!there!was!a!substantial!increase!in!the!interest!in!narrative!
art.
36!He!suggests!that,!during!the!nineteenth!century,!the!art!of!composing!a!genre!
associated!with!narrativity!was!not!surprising!but!"well!established".
37!Parakilas!
goes!even!further!and!claimed!that!the!appearance!of!the!piano!ballade!genre!was!
something!inevitable.
38!In!the!next!section!I!will!examine!this!argument.!!
(
4.3.2(The(inevitability(of(the(piano(ballade(form(
The!ballad!appeared!in!the!late!middle!ages!in!different!parts!of!Europe!as!a!vocal!
genre!based!on!its!earlier!origin!in!the!medieval!literary!ballad.
39!The!genre!had!
became!less!popular!by!the!end!of!the!fifteenth!century,!except!in!Britain!and!
Scandinavia!where!it!attracted!the!attention!of!many!poets.
40!A!hoax!version,!by!
James!McPherson!(Ossian!poetry!of!1760),!tapped!into!the!spirit!of!the!times,!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
35 Szulc,!Chopin(in(Paris,!50.!
36 Bellman,!Chopin's(Polish(Ballade,!35.!
37 Ibid.!
38 Parakilas,!Ballades(without(Words,!20.!
39 Chris!Baldick,!Oxford:(Dictionary(of(Literary(Terms,!32;!Michael!Kennedy!and!Joyce!Kennedy,!
Oxford:(Concise(Dictionary(of(Music,!43.!
40 Peter!Davies!and!Alison!Bullock!!'ballade.'!in!The(Oxford(Companion(to(Music,!Alison!Latham.!(ed.)!
Oxford(Music(Online,!Available!at:!!
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/opr/t114/e551!(accessed!151252011).!!
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gained!international!fame.
41!A!further!example!of!the!popularity!of!the!ballad!
during!this!time!is!Percy's!ballad!reliques!of!1765,!which!was!also!inspired!by!
Macpherson's!hoax!version.
42!!
!
By!the!end!of!the!eighteenth!century,!Herder,!in!a!single!collection,!had!circulated!
English!and!other!folk!ballads!from!all!over!Europe.
43!His!ballads!played!a!major!role!
in!inspiring!European!poets!to!create!their!own!versions,!primarily!through!
imitation!of!these!'borrowed'!ballads.!As!Parakilas!noted:!
Already!by!Chopin's!time,!some!of!the!most!celebrated!ballad!texts,!along!
with!the!term!"ballad"!itself,!had!been!made!known!throughout!Europe,!and!
the!people!of!almost!every!European!nation!were!discovering!that!they!
possessed!a!national!repertory!of!ballads,!a!possession!that!distinctively!
expressed!their!national!history!and!character!at!the!same!time!that!it!
bound!them!to!a!European!culture!too!deep!to!be!touched!by!political!
circumstances.
44!
Parakilas!admitted!that!by!Chopin's!time!the!ballad!was!already!a!very!important!
literary!genre,!and!not!just!to!a!specific!nation,!but!also!to!a!greater!European!
audience.!Bellman!agrees:!
By!the!time!Chopin!was!composing!his!Ballade!no.!1!in!G!minor,!op.!23!…!the!
idea!of!instrumental!music!that!told!or!evoke!a!story!was!well!established.
45!
Further!examples!of!the!popularity!of!the!ballad!were!the!lyrical(ballads!published!
by!William!Wordsworth!and!Samuel!Taylor!Coleridge!in!1798
46!(in!the!English!
speaking!world)!and,!more!pertinently!for!Chopin!at!the!time,!Mickiewicz's!balady(i(
romanse,!published!in!1822.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
41!Parakilas,!Ballade(without(Words,!25.!!
42 Albert!Friedman,!The(Ballad(Revival:(Studies(in(the(Influence(of(Popular(on(Sophisticated(Poetry!
(Chicago:!The!University!of!Chicago!Press,!1961),!199.!!!!
43 Taruskin,!The(Oxford(History(of(Western(Music,(Vol.(3,!1205123.!!!
44 Parakilas,!Ballade(without(Words,!25526.!
45 Bellman,!Chopin's(Polish(Ballade,!35.!
46 Howard!Goodall,!The(Story(of(Music!(London:!Chatto!&!Windus,!2013),!132.!!
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Chopin!had!owned!a!copy!of!Mickiewicz's!ballad!since!he!was!sixteen.
47!By!the!time!
Chopin!published!his!piano!ballade,!most!European!nations!already!had!some!sort!
of!national!repertoire!of!this!genre,!even!if!only!because!of!the!imitations!
mentioned!earlier.!Chopin!thus!chose!a!popular!European!genre!rather!than!a!
Polish!one.!!
!
Unlike!Mazurkas!or!Polonaises!(known!and!enjoyed!primarily!by!Polish!audiences)!
the!ballade!genre!was!sufficiently!popular!in!many!different!nations.!Therefore,!
Chopin!might!found!it!suitable!to!represent!a!greater!audience.!!
!
Historically,!the!literary!ballad's!popularity!existed!at!a!time!when!Gottfried!Wilhelm!
Fink!–!editor!of!the!Allgemeine(Musikalische(Zeitung!from!1783!to!1846!–!remarked!
that!"the!newer!music!loves!to!compose!stories!in!sound".
48!!Composers!during!this!
period!were!creating!new!musical!genres!associated!with!these!"stories!in!sound",!
genres!emerged!such!as!the!character!pieces!describing!personal!expression!or!
mood,!along!with!the!so5called!programme!music.!Examples!of!those!character!
pieces!included!Intermezzos,!Capriccios,!Scherzos,!Fantasies,!Nocturnes!and!Songs!
without!Words.!Those!associated!with!"stories!in!sound"!included!Mendelssohn's!
Meeresstille(und(gluckliche(fahrt!and!Liszt's!1835!Harmonies(Poetiques(et(
Religieuses,!Schumann's!Carnaval(and!Berlioz's!Symphonic(Fantastique.
49!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
47!Szulc,!Chopin(in(Paris,!52. !
48 John!Rink!and!Jim!Samson,!(ed.)!Chopin(Studies(2!(Cambridge:!Cambridge!University!Press,!1994),!
85.!!!
49 Parakilas,!Ballade(without(Words,!20.!!
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According!to!Parakilas,!arguments!like!this!have!led!to!one!conclusion;!the!
inevitability!of!the!ballade!genre.
50!Parakilas!points!out!that!the!appearance!of!the!
ballade!genre!was!just!a!matter!of!time.
51!He!added!"Fink!was!not!surprised!by!its!
appearance…he!may!even!have!wondered!why!it!had!taken!so!long!for!'ballades!
without!words'!to!appear'".
52!!In!Europe,!the!Romantic!climate!was!just!right;!the!
popularity!of!the!literary!ballad,!the!new!trend!to!create!"stories!in!sound"!and!the!
rise!of!nationalism!prepared!the!musical!world!to!welcome!a!new!narrative!genre!
and!to!comprehend!it.!I!will!now!present!what!I!believe!to!be!Chopin's!concept!of!
the!ballade!at!that!time.!Understanding!this!concept!will!help!to!identify!the!voice!in!
Chopin's!ballade!genre!and!thus!the!voice!in!Rawsthorne's!ballades.(
!
4.3.3(Chopin's(concept(of(the(ballade:(A(non2nationalist(genre(
Mickiewicz's!ballads!seem!to!have!been!hugely!influential!on!Chopin,!whose!
interest!in!setting!poems!to!music!and!writing!a!piano!ballade!started!almost!at!the!
same!time.!He!first!set!music!to!Mickiewicz's!poem!'Precz(z(moich(oczu!'!('out(of(my(
sight')!in!the!spring!of!1830,!about!a!year!before!he!started!writing!his!first!
Ballade.
53!(
!
The!principle!work!of!Mickiewicz's!that!influenced!Chopin's!creation!of!the!piano!
ballade!genre!was!balady(i(romanse.
54!Schumann!was!perhaps!the!first!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
50 Parakilas,!Ballade(without(Words,!20.!
51!Ibid.!
52 Ibid.!
53 Chopin!kept!composing!songs!until!1847!to!other!texts!all!by!famous!Polish!patriotic!poets.!The!
poets!of!his!songs!are!Count!Zygmunt!Kraskinski,!Adam!Mickiewicz,!Wincenty!Pol,!Stefan!Witwicki!
and!Josef!Zaleski;!Brown,!Chopin:(An(Index(of(his(Works.!!
54!Szulc,!Chopin(in(Paris,!52. !!
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commentator!to!highlight!the!analogous!relationship!between!Chopin's!piano!
ballades!and!Mickiewicz's!literary!ballads.!He!noted!that!Chopin!mentioned!the!
influence!of!Mickiewicz's!ballads!on!the!creative!process!of!his!piano!ballades:!
We!must!direct!attention!to!the!ballade!as!a!most!remarkable!work.!Chopin!
has!already!written!one!composition!of!the!same!name!–!one!of!his!wildest!
and!most!original!compositions;!the!new!one!is!different!–!as!a!work!of!art!
inferior!to!the!first,!but!equally!fantastic!and!inventive!…![Chopin]!
mentioned!that!certain!poems!of!Mickiewicz!had!suggested!his!Ballades!to!
him.
55!
If!Chopin!admitted!this!connection!behind!these!works,!then!it!is!his!understanding!
of!Mickiewicz's!genre!that!will!lead!us!to!understand!his!concept.!(
(
The!introduction!to!Mickiewicz's!balady(i(romanse!offers!a!description!of!the!literary!
ballad!genre.!According!to!Szulc,!Chopin!was!attracted!more!to!this!introduction,!
than!the!body!of!the!poem.
56!The!introduction!offers!this!description:!!!
The!British!ballad!is!a!tale!based!on!the!events!of!common!life!or!on!the!
annals!of!chivalry;!it!is!usually!enlivened!by!marvels!from!the!romantic!
world;!it!is!sung!in!a!melancholy!tone;!it!is!dignified!in!style,!simple!and!
natural!in!expression.
57!!
Despite!all!the!definitions!associated!with!the!term!ballad!and!its!early!history,
58!
Mickiewicz's!description!could!well!be!the!only!definition!of!the!literary!ballad!that!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
55 Bellman,!Chopin's(Polish(Ballade,!3.!
56 Szulc,!Chopin(in(Paris,!52.!
57 Translation!from;!George!Noyes,!(ed.)!Poems(by(Adam(Mickiewicz!(New!York:!The!Polish!Institute!
of!Arts!and!Sciences!in!America,!1944),!5.!!!
58 Historically,!the!term!Ballad!has!many!meanings,!from!danced!song!(balar)!to!Victorian!drawing!
room!song.!Medievally!speaking,!it!refers!to!a!dance5song!which!by!the!late!middle5Ages!had!
changed!to!refer!to!a!strophic!folk5song!or!poem!with!a!narrative!text!that!is!interpreted!in!a!direct!
and!dramatic!manner;!Peter!Wilton,!'ballad.'!in!The(Oxford(Companion(to(Music,!Alison!Latham.!(ed.)!
Oxford(Music(Online,!available!at:!
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/opr/t114/e550!(accessed!15125!2011).!On!the!
other!hand,!the!French!term!"Ballade"!refers!to!"One!of!three!standards!poetic!forms!used!for!14
th!–!
and!15
th5!century!chansons".!The!other!two!are!the!rondeau!and!the!virelai;!Davies!and!Bullock!,!!
!
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Chopin!knew.!Thus,!the!key!characteristics!identified!above!in!the!British!ballad,!i.!e.!
“chivalry”,!a!“melancholy!tone”,!“dignified!style”!and!a!“simple!and!natural!
expression”!may!all!be!basic!elements!that!Chopin!thought!could!be!applied!to!the!
instrumental!ballade!form,!in!direct!contrast!to!the!literary!ballad.!Although!this!
description!does!not!suggest!a!particular!theme,!it!provides!a!particular!manner!for!
treating!the!subject!of!any!ballad.!
!
Returning!to!Mickiewicz's!description!of!the!literary!ballad,!he!said!"it!is!sung!in!a!
melancholy!tone;!it!is!dignified!in!style,!simple!and!natural!in!expression".
59!From!
this!description!that!Chopin!owned!and!presumably!appreciated!since!the!age!of!
sixteen,!it!is!clear!that!he!understood!that!the!literary!ballad!has!a!distinctive!
natural!expression,!in!another!words,!a!characteristic!natural!way!of!telling!or!
narrating.
60!Parakilas!explained!the!difference!between!the!structure!of!the!"stories!
in!sound"!of!Chopin!and!his!contemporaries:!
In!contrast!to!the!episodic!model!chosen!by!Chopin's!contemporaries,!as!by!
earlier!composers,!for!most!"stories!in!sound,"!the!ballad!offered!"action!
centred!on!a!single!situation."!Whereas!most!"stories!in!sound"!depend!on!
subjects!rich!in!setting!and!characterization,!the!ballad,!according!to!Albert!
Friedman,!gives!little!attention!to!"setting,"!"circumstantial!detail,"!
"delineation!of!character,"!or!"psychological!motivation."!Instead,!it!is!a!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
"ballade.",!Furthermore,!both!forms!of!the!term!“ballad”!and!“ballade”!are!also!applied!to!narrative!
folk!poems;!often!of!great!length!like!Percy's!Reliques!of!1765.!According!to!Parakilas,!it!is!
conventional!in!English!to!use!the!French!term!"ballade"!for!instrumental!works,!and!the!other!term!
"Ballad"!for!songs!and!poems
58.!Thus,!any!use!of!the!term!"ballad"!in!this!thesis!will!refer!to!songs!or!
poems,!while!the!French!word!"ballade"!will!refer!only!to!the!instrumental!piano!genre!that!Chopin!
created.!Although!following!the!English!tradition!will!make!the!distinction!easier,!Parakilas!regret!this!
use!because!"it!does!not!associate!instrumental!works!so!immediately!with!song!and!story!as!it!does!
in!Continental!languages!like!French!and!German!that!have!only!one!form!of!the!term";!Parakilas,!
Ballades(without(Words,!19.!!!
59!Translation!from;!Noyes,!Poems(by(Adam(Mickiewicz,!5.!! !
60 Szulc,!Chopin(in(Paris,!52.!!
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story!focused!on!the!characters'!words!and!on!the!actions!accomplished!
through!those!words.!Words!themselves!are!the!crucial!deeds.
61!!!!
This!might!be!exactly!what!Mickiewicz!meant!by!"natural!in!expression",!because!
the!simple!words!are!one!of!the!most!natural!forms!of!expression.!Indeed,!that!was!
the!real!challenge!in!Chopin's!piano!ballade!genre;!the!most!important!ingredient!of!
its!recipe,!words,!is!absent.!Without!these,!Chopin!seems!to!create!sound5like!
words,!which!express!what!might!ordinarily!be!conveyed!with!text!through!a!
naturally!unfolding!musical!mechanism,!as!discussed!in!the!second!and!third!
chapters.!Adding!weight!to!this!argument!is!the!knowledge!that!Chopin!considered!
the!piano!to!be!a!communicative!actor;!in!a!letter!to!Woyciechowski,!Chopin!wrote:!
"I'm!telling!the!piano!what!I!might!have!sometime!told!you".
62!
!
This!makes!Chopin's!"stories!in!sound"!different!from!those!of!his!contemporaries!
because!his!setting!was!not!dependent!on!characters,!a!series!of!episodes,!or!a!clear!
programme,!but!instead!on!a!natural!expression!of!telling.!Chopin!was!playing!what!
he!was!saying.!Mickiewicz,!it!would!seem,!was!able!to!describe!his!concept!of!the!
literary!ballad!with!a!simple!and!clear!definition,!which!Chopin!applied!to!his!
instrumental!ballade.!This!is!also!evident!in!the!discussion!in!Chapter!2!of!
Rawsthorne!and!other!scholars!whose!analyses!refer!to!Chopin's!approach!to!
composition!as!a!'natural!unfolding'.!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
Certainly,!Mickiewicz's!ballads!have!a!specific!theme,!but!it!is!only!because!he!was!
dealing!with!text.!His!world!was!words.!Chopin's!world,!however,!was!music!that!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
61!Parakilas,!Ballade(without(Words,!20521. !
62 Szulc,!Chopin(in(Paris,!44.!!
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described!unknown!words,!or!perhaps!words!known!to!Chopin!but!no!one!else.!
When!a!poet!is!writing!a!poem,!the!words!unfold!naturally!creating!the!form.!For!
Chopin,!the!musical!notes!were!those!words,!ones!that,!as!Rawsthorne!says,!also!
unfolded!according!to!his!natural!instinct!to!create!what!we!now!know!as!Chopin's!
ballade!form.
63!!
!
The!main!difference!between!both!forms!is!that!Chopin's!was!wordless,!thus!it!
might!conceivably!tell!nothing.!The!only!way!to!give!these!ballades!a!particular!
narrative!is!by!giving!them!a!programme,!a!strategy!of!which!Chopin!never!
approved.
64!If!Chopin!had!wanted!to!give!his!ballades!a!programme!in!some!way,!he!
could!have!given!his!them!narrative!titles!–!even!if!only!to!satisfy!his!publisher!–!but!
he!did!not.!According!to!Samson:!
Chopin!of!course!eschewed!any!such!programmatic!associations,!allowing!
his!title!to!signify!only!the!most!generalized!aspects!of!literary!inspiration,!in!
particular!a!narrative!quality.
65!
It!is!documented!that!he!was!very!angry!when!one!of!his!publishers!give!the!title!La(
Favorite(to!his!first!Ballade!and!the!title!La(Gracieuse!to!the!second.
66!He!wrote!to!
Julian!Fontana!in!October!1841:!
If!he![Wessell,!Chopin's!London!publisher]!lost![money]!on!my!compositions,!
this!is!surely!because!of!the!stupid!titles!he!gave!them!in!spite!of!my!
prohibition.
67!
!
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63 Rawsthorne,!'Ballades,!Fantasy!and!Scherzos',!45.!!
64 Samson,!'Extended!Forms:!the!Ballades,!Scherzos!and!Fantasies',!111.!
65!Ibid.!
66 Brown,!Chopin:(An(Index(of(his(Works,!177. 
67 Karol!Berger,!'Chopin's!Ballade!op.!23!and!the!Revolution!of!the!Intellectuals',!in!John!Rink!and!Jim!
Samson!(ed.),!Chopin(Studies(2!(Cambridge:!Cambridge!University!Press,!1994),!77.!!!!
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Chopin!avoided!any!title!that!might!particularize!his!ballades.!They!were!not!a!
Polish!genre!like!his!Polonaise!or!Mazurka,!and!unlike!Mickiewicz's!ballads!they!did!
not!explicitly!represented!a!particular!country!through!the!use!of!words.!!
!
In!the!ballades,!Chopin's!nationalistic!invitation!was!wider!than!that!of!his!Scherzo!
(Op.!20),!in!which!the!tune!of!the!Polish!Christmas!carol!Lulajze(Jezunie!emerges!in!
the!middle!section!as!an!invitation!specifically!for!the!Polish!audience!to!grasp.!It!is!
also!different!from!his!nationalist!compositions!in!the!Mazurka!and!the!Polonaise!
genre,!which!originate!in!Polish!folklore,!and!thus!are!uniquely!Polish!in!spirit.!In!
writing!his!ballades,!Chopin!seems!to!have!deliberately!aimed!for!a!bigger!audience.!
This!narrative!genre!was!well!circulated!around!Europe!during!the!first!half!of!the!
nineteenth!century!under!the!title!ballad.!Furthermore,!according!to!Chopin's!
understanding!of!Mickiewicz's!description,!the!concept!was!to!be!found!in!many!
other!countries!in!the!world,!and!as!such!there!was!nothing!particularly!Polish!in!his!
definition.!A!"tale!based!on!the!events!of!common!life!or!on!the!annals!of!chivalry"!
is!arguably!not!a!European!practice!and!not!a!nineteenth5century!discovery.
68!Most!
if!not!every!country!in!the!world!will!have!nationally!familiar!tales!based!on!similar!
devices.!!
!
To!Chopin,!the!genre!was!not!a!specific!number!of!stanzas!or!strophes!but!a!
distinctive!melancholic!tone!with!a!natural!expression!that!is!inspired!by!events!of!
common!life,!usually!involving!a!heroic!character.!By!considering!only!the!structural!
aspects!of!Mickiewicz's!literary!ballad,!Chopin!created!a!universal!form!that!does!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
68!Translation!from;!Noyes,!Poems(by(Adam(Mickiewicz,!5.!!!
 !!
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not!belong!to!a!specific!nation!but!instead!can!represent!many!nations.!It!has,!I!
would!argue,!an!international!voice.!Therefore,!this!narrative!musical!form!seems!to!
be!wider,!welcoming!the!whole!European!audience,!without!distinctions,!to!listen!
and!to!relate!Chopin's!storyless!"stories!in!sound"!to!whatever!ballads!they!knew.!!
Chopin!founded!his!compositional!career!on!national!genres,!perhaps!in!an!effort!to!
satisfy!the!tastes!of!the!Polish!audience!and!to!express!his!patriotism!during!a!time!
of!war.!Then,!perhaps!influenced!by!Romantic!trend!of!nationalism!and!universal!
freedom,!he!created!a!paradoxical!genre!by!using!a!well5known!European!genre!
rather!than!a!Polish!one.!In!the!Mazurka!he!achieved!a!nationalist!voice,!while!his!
invention!of!the!piano!ballade!represents!the!European!entity.!Perhaps!it!was!only!
European!because!Europe!was!the!culture!that!was!known!to!Chopin!at!that!time.!!
Chopin!invented!the!form!that!best!expressed!a!non5nationalist!voice,!leaving!
perhaps!other!nations!to!match!his!Mazurkas!and!Polonaises!with!their!Barcarolles!
and!Tarantellas!in!Italy!and!France,!the!Viennese!Waltzes,!the!Tangos!for!
Argentineans,!the!Dumka!for!Slavic,!the!Hungarian!dance!and,!ultimately!for!Britain!
and!America,!the!military!March!(Elgar!and!Sousa).
69!
!
Consequently,!the!ballade!genre!achieved!a!paradoxical!significance!in!which!
individuals!from!different!nations!could!interpret!the!ballade!according!to!their!own!
national!ballad!repertoire.!These!different!forms!of!national!identity!created!a!non5
nationalist!narrative!musical!form.!Indeed,!if!Chopin!was!copying!a!particular!
Mickiewicz's!ballad,!he!would!not!achieve!this!non5nationalist!voice!because!it!
would!only!represent!the!Polish!spirit,!like!his!Mazurkas!and!other!national!music.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
69 Michael!Kennedy!and!Joyce!Kennedy,!Oxford(Concise(Dictionary(of(Music!(New!York:!Oxford!
University!Press,!1996).!!!!
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However,!in!writing!his!ballades,!Chopin!had!adopted!a!genre!rather!than!a!specific!
work!in!a!genre.!Samson!noted:!
It!is!entirely!characteristic!of!Chopin!that!literary!inspiration!should!have!
been!channeled!in!this!way!into!a!piano!piece!with!a!generalized!rather!than!
a!programmatic!literary!title.
70!
!
For!this!reason,!Chopin!based!his!piano!ballade!purely!on!the!general!concept!of!the!
European!literary!ballad,!reflecting!a!European!entity!and!allowing!every!individual!
to!reconstruct!the!individual!spirit!of!each!work!under!this!title.!Thus,!according!to!
Chopin's!concept,!the!ballade!can!represent!Britain!if,!for!example,!performed!by!
William!Sterndale!Bennett!because!it!represents!a!non5nationalist!voice!through!its!
ability!to!represent!multi5nationalist!voices.!!!!!!
!
This!has!parallels!in!Rawsthorne's!decision!to!use!a!Czech!hero!in!his!'Great!
Depression!Ballade';!he!did!not!particularize!the!Ballade!for!Britain!but!for!a!broader!
humanity,!as!already!demonstrated!in!the!first!chapter.!It!is!also!not!dissimilar!to!
Rawsthorne's!second!Ballade,!one!that!has!no!programme!and!followed!Chopin's!
concept!and!composing!design!as!we!have!seen!in!Chapter!3.!!
!
Chopin!"at!a!time!of!awakening!nationalist!fervor!throughout!Europe,!trusted!the!
entire!European!musical!public!to!comprehend!four!of!his!most!ambitious!piano!
compositions!under!the!unprecedented!and!unexplained!title!of!'Ballade'".
71!In!this!
respect,!Chopin's!ballade!is!a!reaction!to!the!Romanticism!of!the!nineteenth!
century,!which!Rawsthorne!then!uses!to!reflect!the!twentieth5century!socio5
political!landscape.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
70 Samson,!The(Master(Musicians:(Chopin,!152.!
71 Parakilas,!Ballade(without(Words,!31.!!
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4.4(The(Voice(in(Chopin's(storyless(ballades(
Chopin's!ballades!were!written!to!represent!an!international!voice,!in!which!no!
particular!national!story!is!concealed!or!promoted.
72!He!composed!a!structure!or!a!
form!that!acted!as!a!fertile!soil,!in!which!some!interpreters!might!wither!and!perish,!
while!others!take!root!and!flourish.!It!is!like!having!a!blank!sheet!of!paper!ready!to!
be!written!on,!or!a!blank!canvas!ready!to!be!painted!on,!or!perhaps!a!car!parked!
somewhere!waiting!for!a!driver!to!navigate!it!to!a!direction!of!his!own!desire.!If!the!
car!is!not!working,!the!destination!will!not!be!reached!no!matter!how!qualified!the!
driver!is.!!
!
The!natural!expressive!quality!in!Chopin's!ballades!gives!them!a!narrative!quality.!It!
is!because!Chopin!was!communicating!naturally!with!the!piano!while!he!was!
playing;!the!genre!thus!unfolds!naturally,!creating!only!the!telling5like!musical!lines!
that!described!Chopin's!unknown!words!or!what!Rawsthorne!called!earlier!a!
"patterns!of!behaviour".
73!It!is!thus!a!"reinterpretation"!of!Chopin's!interpretation!
of!a!specific!behaviour!through!music!and!not!through!words.
74!In!this!respect,!the!
ballade!as!a!musical!narrative!form!achieved!what!Adorno!called!"A!narrative!which!
relates!nothing".
75!!!!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
72 Bellman's!reading!of!Chopin's!second!Ballade!represent!a!national!martyrdom.!However,!If!we!
considered!Chopin's!desire!to!not!programme!or!label!any!of!the!ballades,!we!would!need!no!more!
evidence!that!Chopin!refused!any!level!of!limitation!to!this!genre.!!!!
73 Rawsthorne,!'Ballade,!Fantasy!and!Scherzos',!45.!!
74 The!term!"reinterpretation"!was!used!by!Carl!Dahlhaus!in!his!argument!about!the!esthetic!of!
instrumental!music!as!an!absolute!music;!Carl!Dahlhaus,!The(Idea(of(Absolute(Music!(Chicago:!The!
University!of!Chicago!Press,!1989),!104.!!
75!Nattiez,!'Can!One!Speak!of!Narrativity!in!Music?',!245. !!
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Awareness!of!Chopin's!concept!is!an!important!factor!to!achieve!narrativity!in!the!
ballade!genre.!In!order!to!give!the!best!use!of!such!structure!and!achieve!a!high!
level!of!narrativity!in!the!ballades,!it!is!important!to!be!aware!of!its!existence.!As!in!
the!previous!example,!the!awareness!of!the!car's!ability!and!the!destination!you!
wish!to!reach!are!necessary!to!create!this!kind!of!interpretation!in!instrumental!
narrative!form.!Nattiez!said:!!!
When!I!hear!the!opening!of!L'apprenti(sorcier,!I!need!to!know!that!it!is!a!
symphonic!poem!in!order!to!approach!the!work!in!a!narrative!frame!of!
mind.
76!
The!great!pianist,!Arthur!Rubinstein!also!agreed!that!a!lack!of!knowledge!of!the!
audience!may!sometime!inhibit!their!enjoyment.
77!The!listener!and!the!performer!
both!need!to!know!that!they!are!dealing!with!a!narrative!form!in!order!to!be!able!to!
reinterpret!the!composer's!original!interpretation.!This!level!requires!an!
experienced!interpreter!who!is!familiar!with!the!ballade!genre,!its!history,!themes,!
and!also!Chopin's!concept!of!it.!These!factors!can!create!an!active!performer!or!
listener!who!can!reconstruct!the!extra!meaning!of!these!storyless!pieces,!a!listener!
who!understand!Chopin's!concept!of!the!form.!In!this!respect,!Chopin's!ballade!
genre!seems!to!offer!an!empty!narrative!structure.!This!structure!might!not!be!
empty!when!Chopin!created!the!form.!Perhaps!Chopin!had!a!story!in!the!creative!
process.!This!means!that!what!we!receive!from!Chopin!is!only!the!empty!form!that!
resulted!from!his!natural!unfolding!technique!that!represents!the!telling!of!a!story.!
This!storyless!structure!remains!beautiful!but!lacks!any!extra!meaning,!until!another!
mind!reconstructs!its!narrative!structure!according!to!his!or!her!experience!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
76 Nattiez,!'Can!One!Speak!of!Narrativity!in!Music?',!242.!
77 An!interview!with!Bernard!Levin,!Arthur!Rubinstein!Plays!Chopin!(2010)![DVD5ROM].!Ideale!
Audience!production.!Available:!Classic!Archive.!!
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purpose.!The!performer,!therefore,!is!writing!his!own!story!into!the!lines!of!
Chopin's.!As!Nattiez!suggests!when!commenting!about!the!analogy!between!literary!
narrative!and!music,!"It!has!been!imagined!by!the!writer!or!the!story5teller;!it!is!
reconstructed!by!the!reader".
78!
!
Our!understanding!of!the!concept!of!a!particular!genre!can!and!does!affect!our!
interpretation,!whether!consciously!or!subconsciously.!It!seems!reasonable!to!
assume!that!the!wealth!of!information!about!Chopin,!his!life,!time!and!varying!
circumstances!will!affect!the!interpretation!of!his!works,!and!thus!an!accomplished!
pianist!is!likely!to!inhabit!different!styles!for!the!works!of!different!composers.!It!is!
also!the!same!with!every!genre!of!the!same!composer.!Understanding!the!genre!is!
an!important!requirement!in!order!to!achieve!a!better!interpretation.!Therefore,!
after!demonstrating!Chopin's!concept!of!the!ballade!genre,!it!seems!that!any!
interpretation!of!the!ballades!should!aim!to!reflect!the!interpreter's!individual!
voice.!In!other!words,!by!using!the!form!that!Chopin!might!have!employed!to!
comment!on!Polish!or!European!freedom,!and!to!remark!on!any!other!personal!
national!search!for!freedom.!It!is!in!this!respect!that!the!ballade!is!a!paradoxical!
genre.!An!individual!uses!it!as!their!own!voice,!yet!somehow!makes!a!bigger!whole!
of!collective!individual!voices.!This!in!turn!creates!a!larger,!non5nationalist!voice,!
instead!of!a!nationalist.!Rawsthorne!points!out!that,!what!the!composer!"succeeds!
in!saying,!and!the!manner!in!which!he!says!it,!will!vary!from!time!to!time!and!from!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
78 Nattiez,!'Can!One!Speak!of!Narrativity!in!Music?',!242.!!
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individual!to!individual"!and!that!is!one!of!the!qualities!of!Chopin's!ballade!genre!
unlike!his!other!national!music!already!discussed.
79!
!
Chopin's!reluctance!to!add!narrative!titles!to!this!genre!served!to!generalize!it!
further.!Chopin's!way!of!treating!this!form!–!making!it!capable!of!sustaining!the!'I'!
and!'we'!–!is!reached!by!its!storyless!structure!and!its!general!title.!If!the!ballades!
were!to!resemble!a!particular!literary!work!it!would!lack!the!'we'!and!only!be!able!
to!represent!the!'I',!and!only!the!'I'!of!the!adopted!story!in!particular.!For!example,!if!
Chopin!had!called!the!second!Ballade!'November!Uprising',!the!ballade!would!
probably!have!lost!its!universal!meaning!and!continue!to!represent!only!one!event,!
regardless!of!the!nationality!and!the!intention!of!the!interpreter.!However,!by!
composing!the!storyless!ballade,!Chopin!allowed!his!genre!to!be!reinterpreted!–!and!
its!extra!meaning!reconstructed!–!by!any!'I',!i.e.,!any!human!individual.!
!
Chopin,!at!a!time!of!widespread!nationalist!fever,!chose!to!break!the!boundaries!of!
his!existing!national!genres!by!creating!a!broader!one.!His!choice!was!convenient!
for!the!European!audience!in!general!for!several!reasons,!such!as!the!popularity!of!
the!comparable!literary!form!and!the!composers'!passion!to!create!"stories!in!
sound".!Also,!the!currents!of!Romantic!nationalism!gave!this!genre!a!greater!
significance,!allowing!it!to!represent!different!national!voices.!Furthermore,!
Chopin's!understanding!of!the!concept,!which!he!derived!from!Mickiewicz,!provides!
the!instrumental!ballade!with!a!distinctive!narrative!quality!that!helps!to!
universalize!it.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
79 Alan!Rawsthorne,!'Alan(Rawsthorne's(Broadcast(&(Programme'!(RNCM!Archive).!!
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As!a!result,!the!ballade!genre!is!not!a!fictional!story!that!needs!a!specific!character!
or!personage!to!act!as!a!mouthpiece!for!the!voice.!It!is!not!a!type!of!programme!
music!that!tells!a!particular!story!or!represents!a!chosen!heroic!character,!perhaps!
standing!for!one!nation's!independence.!Instead,!the!story!of!the!ballade!is!personal!
and!unique!to!every!interpretation;!it!belongs!only!to!the!narrator!or!the!listener.!It!
was!Chopin's!voice!once!and!became!the!voice!of!other!later.!It!is!the!voice!of!the!
present,!and!it!once!represented!the!nineteenth5century!individuals'!voices,!thus!
creating!a!bigger!whole,!and!it!will!carry!on!representing!the!voice!of!the!future.!
!
In!the!next!section,!I!will!discuss!Rawsthorne's!attitude!toward!the!modern!socio5
political!circumstances!at!the!time!when!he!wrote!his!second!Ballade.!This!
presentation!will!not!only!help!to!identify!the!voice!in!Rawsthorne's!ballades,!but!
also!support!my!reading!of!Rawsthorne's!second!Ballade!as!a!conversation!with!
Chopin.!After!a!short!introduction!on!the!rise!of!modernism!and!the!decline!of!
nationalism,!I!will!start!by!discussing!Britain's!modern!march!toward!democracy!
which!reached!its!climax!in!the!early5twentieth!century.!I!will!then!outline!Britain's!
situation!in!the!post5war!period,!reaching!a!multi5cultural!state!built!on!the!anti5
race5discrimination!legislation!of!the!mid51960s.
80!!As!it!will!appear,!these!
conditions!in!addition!to!Rawsthorne's!somewhat!anarchist,!left5wing!leaning!and!
humanist!politics,!contributed!in!some!way!to!his!own!special!recreation!of!the!
ballade!form.(!
!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
80 David!Goodhart,!The(British(Dream:(Successes(and(Failures(of(PostCWar(Immigration!(London:!
Atlantic!Books,!2013),!8.!!
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4.5(Rawsthorne(the(modernist(
In!order!to!position!Rawsthorne!as!a!modernist,!I!will!start!by!highlighting!the!
decline!of!nationalism!and!the!rise!of!modernism.!!This!is!relevant!to!the!topic!
under!consideration!because!during!these!social!changes!that!the!workers'!rights!
movement!have!grown.!Rawsthorne,!of!course,!was!one!of!the!supporters!of!such!
movement!and!this!is!evident!in!his!music!and!also!his!early!literary!productions.!!!!!
!
The!central!proposition!to!the!decline!of!nationalism!theory!is!based!on!its!nature.!
Nations!adopted!the!idea!of!German!nationalism!as!long!as!it!conformed!to!their!
goals.!However,!as!soon!as!they!found!it!in!opposition!with!their!goals,!the!moral!
part!of!the!theory!was!neglected.!On!reflection,!only!the!prejudice!form!of!
nationalism!remained!reaching!the!catastrophic!ideas!and!events!of!the!first!half!of!
twentieth!century.!Steven!Grosby,!in!describing!the!danger!of!nationalism,!
hypothesizes!that!"in!some!ways!the!problems!that!confront!humanity!have!over!
the!millennia!changed!less!than!one!might!think".
81!Thus,!the!new!version!of!
nationalism,!the!European!one,!was!tolerable!until!it!developed!a!conflict!with!
imperial!and!colonial!rulers.
82!
!
At!the!same!time,!when!nationalism!was!becoming!very!fanatical,!the!interest!in!
social!philosophy!was!increasing.!As,!the!economist!and!the!Noble!prize!winner,!
Friedrich!Hayek!pointed!out!"future!historians!will!probably!regard!the!period!from!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
81 Grosby,!Nationalism:(A(Very(Short(Introduction,!116.!
82 Smith,!Nationalism(and(Modernism,!152.!!!
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the!revolution!of!1848,!to!about!1948!as!the!century!of!European!socialism".
83!Karl!
Marx!thought!that!the!transformation!from!current!capitalism!to!his!communist!
ideology!would!justify!the!state.
84!The!German!thinkers!Kant,!Herder,!and!Hegel!
were!dealing!with!individuals!and!the!idea!of!radical!freedom!and!how!these!can!be!
reconciled,!in!light!of!a!general!will!to!build!a!healthy!society.!Hegel!developed!
those!ideas,!making!the!aspiration!for!radical!autonomy!that!plays!through!the!
nation's!general!will!an!essential!part!of!his!theory.
85!Such!ideas!shaped!the!basic!
background!for!Marx's!thought.!Similar!to!Hegel,!Taylor!argued!that!Marx!also!
combined!Kant's!Radical!freedom!with!Herder's!expressive!theory!but!in!his!own!
way.!Hegel's!theory!focused!on!nations!and!freedom!whilst!Marxism!was!a!reaction!
to!the!conflict!between!capitalism!and!labour.!!
!
Marx's!theory!deals!with!the!importance!of!work!as!a!reflection!of!the!industrial!
revolution,!rather!than!its!twin,!the!French.
86!To!Marx,!the!workers!were!the!central!
part!of!the!community!and!thus!he!was!dismissive!of!the!idea!of!capitalism.!Like!
socialism,!Marxism!called!for!the!common!ownership!of!the!means!of!production,!in!
order!to!achieve!a!social!justice.
87!Marxism!was!a!revolutionary!school!of!socialism.!
Marxism!dictates!that!society!should!be!governed!by!the!workers,!removing!all!kind!
of!class!struggles!and!authority,!in!order!to!achieve!communism.!As!I!made!clear!in!
the!first!chapter,!Rawsthorne!wanted!to!achieve!such!goals.!However,!his!modus!
operandi!was!not!through!physical!revolution,!but!rather!non5violent,!intellectual!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
83 Friedrich!Hayek,!The(Constitution(of(Liberty!(Chicago:!University!of!Chicago!Press,!1960),!253.!
84 Terrell!Carver!(ed.),!The(Cambridge(Companion(to(Marx!(Cambridge:!Cambridge!University!Press,!
1991),!1435144.!!!
85 Taylor,!Hegel(and(Modern(Society,!114.!!
86 Ibid.,!51.!
87 Hayek,!The(Constitution(of(Liberty,!2535254.!!!
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revolution.!Perhaps!it!is!for!this!reason,!then,!that!McCabe!perceives!Rawsthorne!as!
"a!follower!more!of!Kropotkin's!tenets!than!the!revolutionary!tendencies!of!
Bakunin".
88!
!
By!the!twentieth!century,!the!various!existing!forms!of!social!and!political!systems!
reached!its!climax.!The!result!was!awful:!two!world!wars,!civil!wars,!the!Holocaust,!
Hiroshima,!and!Nagasaki,!all!of!which!caused!genocide!for!approximately!60!to!150!
million!people.!All!were!a!result!of!the!prejudicial!type!of!nationalism!and!other!
fanatical!and!anti5Semitic!social!and!political!systems.
89!
!
Rawsthorne!lived!through!all!these!events.!He!contributed!by!commenting!on!the!
Great!Depression!with!his!first!Ballade.
90!He!wrote!a!play!with!references!to!the!
First!World!War!and!a!poem!that!demonstrates!his!pacifist!view!shortly!after!the!
First!World!War.
91!In!1940,!he!contributed!a!piano!suite!that!strongly!showed!his!
left5wing!leaning!and!also!his!support!to!the!workers’!movement.!This!suite!
included!a!title!that!supported,!not!only!his!country's!movement,!but!also!with!
reference!to!the!French!revolution,!Italian!Labour!movement,!Russian!workers,!
anarchism!and!the!American!Labour!movement.
92!According!to!Gordon!Green,!a!
very!close!friend!to!Rawsthorne,!Rawsthorne!was!on!the!left!during!the!Spanish!Civil!
War!and!he!contributed!occasional!music!to!the!socialist!movement!at!that!time.
93!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
88 McCabe,!Alan(Rawsthorne,!74.!
89 Benjamin!Valentino,!Final(Solutions:(Mass(Killing(and(Genocide(in(the(20
th(Century!(New!York:!
Cornell!University!Press,!2004),!1.!!
90 See!chapter!1.6!
91 Ibid.,!1.2.2!
92 Ibid.!
93!Ibid.,!1.2.3!!
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He!was!also!on!the!organizing!committee!of!the!Pageant(for(Labour!and!through!his!
music!he!commented!to!the!Czech!village!that!was!destroyed!by!the!Nazis!during!
the!Second!World!War.
94!In!1940,!the!Workers'!Music!Association!published!
Rawsthorne's!Homeland(mine,!and!in!1943!he!participated!in!a!second!pageant!
called!Salute(to(the(Red(Army.
95!Rawsthorne!did!not!stop!there!and!to!see!his!
complete!list!of!contributions!refer!to!Chapter!1.!
!
As!pointed!out!earlier,!Rawsthorne!was!not!a!revolutionary!anarchist.!Although!he!
mistrusted!all!governments,!he!did!not!assault!authority.
96!According!to!McCabe:!
Rawsthorne's!innate!pacifism!was!put!to!the!test!when!he!was!called!up.!
Unlike!some!of!his!friends,!whose!beliefs!led!them!to!a!position!from!which!
they!could!only!become!conscientious!objectors,!Rawsthorne!felt!sufficiently!
strongly!that!despite!his!abhorrence!of!war,!he!had!no!option!but!to!take!
part.!A!vital!element!in!this!decision!was!the!belief!that!if!ever!a!war!was!
just,!this!one!was;!his!large!number!of!Jewish!friends,!the!news!emerging!
gradually!about!the!concentration!camp,!and!his!deep!human!sensibilities!
could!lead!him!to!no!other!decision.!For!a!committed!pacifist,!however,!the!
emotional!strain!must!have!been!enormous.
97!
This!was!not!just!a!matter!of!consent!to!governmental!decisions.!Rawsthorne!
thought!it!a!justifiable!war.!Having!observed!a!terrible!30!years!of!corruption!and!
unrest,!he!agreed!to!take!part!in!the!war,!although!it!killed!him!emotionally.!!
!
The!most!important!outcome!from!the!previous!comment!is!that!'authority'!to!
Rawsthorne!seemed!to!be!a!must.!So,!as!McCabe!pointed!out!earlier,!Rawsthorne!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
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belong!to!the!"thoughtful!anarchist"!which!differs!from!revolutionary!anarchist.
98!
Jonathan!Wolff!argued!that!the!"thoughtful!anarchist"!disapproved!of!the!absence!
of!authority!because!it!would!lead!to!chaos.
99!Social!control!is!therefore!required!in!
order!to!achieve!a!healthy!society.!However,!individuals!have!to!put!themselves!
voluntarily!under!authority!through!their!own!consent.!This!is,!as!Wolff!proposed,!
demonstrates!"how!authority!can!be!reconciled!with!the!natural!autonomy!of!the!
individual.
100!In!this!way,!the!individuals'!freedom,!order!in!the!country!and!general!
will!can!all!be!achieved!fairly.!This!reflects!Rawsthorne's!beliefs!and!combines!some!
of!most!important!issues!for!which!he!fought.!!
!
4.5.1(Consensus((
Indeed,!it!took!Britain!about!three!hundred!years!to!achieve!what!is!known!today!as!
democracy!or!the!general!will.
101!David!Marquand!argued!that!the!British!journey!
towards!democracy!dated!back!to!the!execution!of!Charles!I!and!the!establishment!
of!the!Commonwealth.
102!The!second!crucial!step!was!the!1832!Reform!Act,!which!
is!known!as!the!'Great'!Reform!Act.
103!This!Act!increased!the!electorate's!number!
from!approximately!500,000!to!700,000.!Much!more!happened!in!the!next!40!years,!
and!Marquand!points!out!that:!
The!second!Reform!Act!passed!in!1867,!and!the!third!passed!in!1884.!
Between!them,!these!acts!enfranchised!nearly!3!million!adult!males,!raising!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
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the!proportion!of!the!adult!male!population!entitled!to!vote!in!
parliamentary!elections!from!around!14!per!cent!to!nearly!60!per!cent.
104!
Although!this!was!a!great!improvement!in!terms!of!collective!participation!and!
creating!a!justification!for!the!state,!it!was!not!as!widespread!as!hoped.!Women!
were!not!allowed!to!vote!and!it!was!not!until!1918!that!manhood!suffrage!and!
partial!female!suffrage!arrived,!allowing!women!over!the!age!of!30!to!vote.
105As!
discussed!in!the!first!chapter,!this!was!a!topic!that!Rawsthorne!had!supported!since!
his!early!years!through!his!home5published!magazine.
106!It!was!not!until!later,!in!
1928,!that!legislation!was!passed!that!lowered!the!age!for!women!to!vote!from!30!
to!21.
107!At!this!period,!a!consensus!became!reality!rather!than!merely!a!dream!and!
individuals!were!able!to!participate!and!to!put!themselves!under!a!sovereign!
through!their!own!consent.!
!
This!was!part!of!the!modernism!that!Rawsthorne!realised!during!this!period.!
Humans!were!equal!and!individuals!were!free!to!choose!their!leader!thereby!
achieving!consensus.!This!reflects!Rawsthorne's!already!discussed!beliefs.!It!was!
during!these!post5war!years!that!a!suitable!social!model!was!achieved!and!one!that!
provided!a!social!democracy!and!a!greater!equality.!
!
!
!
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4.5.2(Post2war(Period(
The!outcome!of!the!1945!election!was!a!reflection!of!previous!unrest.!People!were!
against!war,!they!were!aware!of!the!economic!depression!and!did!not!want!to!go!
back!to!it.!Derek!Brown!said!that!"the!outcome!of!the!1945!election!was!more!than!
a!sensation.!It!was!a!political!earthquake".
108!!
!
This!period!started!with!Rawsthorne's!supported!party!–!the!Labour!Party!–!being!
elected!into!six!years!of!office,!from!1945!to!1951.!Kenneth!Morgan!argued!that!
they!"launched!a!new!kind!of!consensus,!a!social!democracy!based!on!a!mixed!
economy!and!a!welfare!state!which!took!Britain!well!enough!through!the!difficult!
post5war"!period,!and!he!added!that!the!model!they!"produced!seemed!to!conform!
to!the!general!will".
109!!
!
The!Labour!Party!seemingly!succeeded!in!satisfying!the!majority!of!voters,!
especially!the!working5class,!for!whom!Rawsthorne's!work!demonstrated!great!
support.!Morgan!pointed!out:!!
Most!working5class!people,!the!vast!majority!of!the!population,!viewed!the!
years!since!1945!as!much!the!best!that!had!been!generally!known!since!the!
late5Victorian!heyday.
110!
It!was!in!this!post5war!period!that!workers'!wages!rose!by!30!per!cent,!educational!
facilities!were!established,!a!national!insurance!system!was!introduced!alongside!a!
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free!health!service,!as!well!as!guaranteed!employment!and!a!higher!living!
standard.
111!
!
Given!these!vast!improvements!that!arrived!with!the!Labour!Party!in!office,!
Rawsthorne's!concern!about!workers!was!greatly!diminished!and!this!is!evident!in!
his!shift!from!music!with!political!titles!to!music!with!more!humanistic!topics.!
However,!it!was!with!the!second!coming!of!the!Labour!Party!that!human!rights!and!
equality!were!achieved.!!
!
The!Labour!Party!was!back!in!government!1964!with!a!narrow!majority.!However,!a!
1966!election!demonstrated!a!larger!majority.!In!this!period!Britain!saw!radical!
changes!in!terms!of!human!rights.!David!Goodhart!argued!this!great!departure!in!
which!he!noted:!
Britain!was!opening!to!this!change!in!the!1960s!and!1970s,!with!the!
legalisation!of!homosexuality,!the!abolition!of!capital!punishment,!greater!
ease!of!divorce!and!so!on.
112!
This!was!the!period!when!Rawsthorne!returned!to!the!idea!of!human!dignity,!the!
relationship!between!man!and!nature,!and!the!freedom!of!mankind!(as!already!
examined!in!the!first!chapter!by!discussing!his!mid51960s!vocal!works).!To!a!man!in!
his!sixties,!some!of!these!changes!must!have!been!a!shock,!but!he!never!seemed!
disturbed.!Furthermore,!it!was!also!in!the!mid51960s!that!Britain!passed!substantial!
anti5race5discrimination!legislation.
113!A!great!wave!of!immigration!took!place,!from!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
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the!late!1960s!up!to!the!early!1980s,!and!Britain!soon!became!a!much!more!multi5
cultural!country.
114!
!
All!previous!legislation!and!social!change!helped!to!achieve!a!radical!equality!in!
terms!of!gender,!race,!religion,!nationality!and!homosexuality.!The!welfare!state!
instigated!by!the!Labour!government!gained!wide!support!because!it!was!based!in!a!
mixed!economy.!According!to!David!Miller,!the!welfare!state!was!"the!child!of!a!
marriage!between!liberalism!and!socialism",!far!from!a!prejudiced!Marxist!or!
fanatical!nationalism.
115!!
!
Accordingly,!the!ballade,!which!Chopin!as!a!Romantic!presented!as!a!European!
genre,!became!universal!to!Rawsthorne!as!a!modernist.!The!Romantic!climate!
motivated!Chopin!to!adopt!a!popular!literary!genre!and!to!depart!from!his!national!
musical!repertoire,!like!the!Mazurkas!and!Polonaises,!to!one!that!would!speak!to!
the!whole!European!continent.!However,!the!ballades!of!Rawsthorne!seemed!to!
embrace!a!larger!number!of!individuals,!growing!from!just!European!individuals!to!
include!all!human!beings!without!distinction!in!the!modern!version!of!the!ballade.!
The!ballade,!thus,!is!about!the!number!of!individuals.!To!Chopin,!it!was!the!
European!individuals!and!to!Rawsthorne!it!was!the!world's!individuals.!
Rawsthorne's!ballades,!thus,!demonstrates!a!special!approach!to!this!genre,!one!
that!departs!from!national!or!even!European!narratives!and!aims!at!a!more!
universal!message!about!human!dignity!and!freedom.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
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In!the!next!section,!I!will!read!Rawsthorne's!second!Ballade!as!a!conversation!with!
Chopin.!This!reading!is!based!on!the!analytical!comparison!between!Chopin's!and!
Rawsthorne's!ballades!(in!the!third!chapter)!and!on!the!previous!analysis!of!
Rawsthorne's!socio5political!beliefs.!Furthermore,!it!is!worth!noting!that,!Bellman!
was!the!first!to!provide!a!coherent!narrative!plot!to!Chopin's!second!Ballade,!a!
presentation!that!also!influenced!my!thoughts!when!analysing!Rawsthorne's!second!
Ballade.!!
!
4.6(The(second(Ballade(of(Rawsthorne:(A(conversation(with(Chopin(
In!his!narrative!reading!of!Chopin's!second!Ballade,!Bellman!stated!two!rules!that!
must!be!satisfied!in!order!to!be!able!to!project!a!coherent!ballad!narrative!to!a!
wordless!piano!Ballade:!
Chopin's!ballade!has!to!succeed!on!two!fronts:!it!must!evoke!the!telling!of!a!
story!and!recount!the!events!of!that!story.
116!
From!Bellman's!point!of!view,!the!mechanism!to!achieve!this!was!by!succeeding!in!
drawing!connections!between!themes!and!sections!no!matter!the!contrast!between!
the!presented!sections!and!materials.!In!the!second!and!third!chapters,!I!have!
demonstrated!the!extent!to!which!Rawsthorne's!second!Ballade!present!such!a!
mechanism!(as!in!Chopin's!ballade!genre)!and!how!these!ballades!"evoke!the!telling!
of!a!story";!a!storyless!story!frame.!!!!!
!
Let!me!now!summarize!the!narrative!in!Rawsthorne's!second!Ballade!as!briefly!as!
possible.!I!see!in!this!work!a!dialogical!narrative!that!seems!to!be!imagined!by!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
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Rawsthorne.!This!Ballade!seems!to!present!a!conversation!with!Chopin!in!tones!that!
connects!the!romanticism!of!Chopin's!era!with!the!modernism!that!surrounded!
Rawsthorne.!As!the!dialogue!unfolds,!the!musical!materials!of!Rawsthorne's!second!
Ballade!seem!to!demonstrate!the!voices!of!both!Rawsthorne!and!Chopin.!
!
First!section,!bars!1537!starts!with!Rawsthorne's!voice!in!which!he!is!toying!with!his!
favourite!intervals!of!seconds!and!fourths.!Rawsrhorne!begins!in!a!sotto(voce!voice,!
perhaps!describing!the!situation!in!the!1960s!and!how!the!modern!state!can!
represent!a!multicultural!identity,!especially!after!the!anti5race5discrimination!
legislation!presented!in!mid51960s!in!Britain.!This!image!of!multiculturalism!is!
reached,!as!previously!discussed,!by!the!interruption!of!alien!accidental!notes!that!
keeps!appearing,!providing!a!sense!of!assortment.
117!Furthermore,!these!alien!notes!
help!to!prepare!for!Chopin's!voice!that!will!appear!immediately!after!this!section.!
The!manner!of!this!preparation!is!also!to!be!found!in!Chopin's!second!Ballade.!
Bellman!argued!this!when!he!pointed!out!that!the!interruption!of!the!A!minor!in!bar!
18!in!the!opening!F!major!section!helped!to!provide!a!"subtle!unifying!feature"!and!
to!prepare!the!appearance!of!the!second!theme!in!A!minor.!Rawsthorne,!in!this!
sense,!used!a!mechanism!that!Chopin!also!used!in!his!second!Ballade,!not!just!to!
prepare!for!the!fast!and!furious!second!theme!but!also!to!provide!this!sense!of!mix!
that!motivated!me!to!describe!this!section!as!multicultural.!
!
Second!section,!bars!385147!start!with!Chopin's!angry!response.!The!voice!of!Chopin!
is!created!by!quoting!the!second!theme!in!A!minor!from!Chopin's!second!Ballade!as!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
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already!discussed;!an!indication!of!Chopin's!presence!in!this!dialogue.!According!to!
Bellman's!reading,!this!fast!theme!is!a!reference!to!the!"struggle!for!national!
freedom".
118!However,!in!this!context,!it!represents!the!international!struggle!of!the!
modern!world!where!a!single!nation!is!not!the!focus!anymore.!The!dialogue!then!is!
carried!out!by!Rawsthorne's!return!in!bar!43,!when!the!first!theme!appears!on!the!
top!notes.!Although!this!section!starts!with!Chopin's!voice!it!ends!with!
Rawsthorne's!theme;!an!indication!that!a!multiculturalism!model!seems!to!work!
better!than!Romantic!nationalism!and!its!consequences.!Bar!147!seems!to!play!an!
important!role!in!this!dialogue.!This!bar!contains!only!a!fermata,!a!pause!that!
suggests!a!quiet!moment.!Time!seems!to!stop!here!until!Rawsthorne's!voice!returns!
with!the!pp(indication!and!the!note!C!to!start!the!third!section.!This!quiet!moment!
could!suggest!a!rethinking!moment,!but!Rawsthorne's!continuation,!with!the!very!
first!note!C,!confirms!his!positive!opinion!about!the!situation.!
!
Third!section,!bars!1485170!see!Rawsthorne!returning!to!the!first!theme!and!mood.!
This!section!recalls!the!return!of!the!F!major!siciliano!section!of!Chopin's!second!
Ballade.!This!section!is!the!shortest,!similar!to!Chopin's!return!in!the!second!Ballade!
at!bar!83.!Rawsthorne!adds!a!strange!harmony!to!the!main!theme!which!might!
again!reflect!the!multicultural!world,!especially!after!increased!immigrations!to!
Britain!during!this!period.!However,!in!Chopin's!version!the!siciliano!is!interrupted!
by!a!"deceptive!cadence"!which!has!been!described!by!Bellman!as!"an!unstable!
middle!section,!increasingly!troubled!and!inconclusive".
119!The!return!of!the!main!
theme!in!Rawsthorne's!and!Chopin's!ballades!is!similar!in!terms!of!length,!but!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
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different!in!terms!of!the!way!each!composer!treats!length.!Chopin!interrupts!the!
section;!an!indication!of!the!situation!in!the!Romantic!period!when!it!was!not!as!
easy!as!in!the!twentieth!century!to!argue!with!authority!and!to!question!it.!
However,!Rawsthorne,!instead!of!using!an!interruption,!just!adds!to!the!harmony!
without!any!interruption!which!might!demonstrates!the!possibility!to!argue!and!
maybe!to!persuade!authority!in!modern!times.!In!my!reading,!this!section!
represents!an!argument!between!the!government!and!the!people,!and!the!effect!of!
the!people's!voice!is!demonstrated!by!the!added!harmony!to!the!theme.!!!
!
Fourth!section,!bars!1715214!show!the!voice!of!Rawsthorne!to!still!be!present.!Here,!
Rawsthorne's!argument!seems!to!provide!a!longer!sentence,!which!suggests!an!
increase!in!the!individuals'!right!to!talk,!to!choose!and!to!initiate!change.!
Rawsthorne!achieved!these!longer!sentences!by!extending!the!main!theme!that!
represents!his!voice,!in!which!the!figure!keeps!extending,!to!reach!two!and!half!bars!
at!some!places,!as!in!bars!1945196.!In!bar!202,!Rawsthorne!speaks!quietly!with!the!
first!theme!again,!suggesting!the!return!of!the!aggressive!second!theme!–!the!voice!
of!Chopin,!as!in!Chopin's!second!Ballade!–!but!instead,!it!leads!to!the!coda.!The!
absence!of!the!return!of!the!aggressive!theme!suggests!that!we!do!not!need!it!
anymore!because!human!rights!are!improving!and!human!equality!seems!to!be!
achieved.!
!
Fifth!section,!bars!2155274,!i.e.!the!coda,!seem!to!provide!a!sense!of!summary!to!
the!whole!conversation,!the!fast!tempo,!the!three!crescendos!and!the!scales!help!to!
achieve!this!sense!of!putting!everything!together.!Bars!2675274!suggest!a!short,!fast!!
!
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and!direct!dialogue!between!Rawsthorne!and!Chopin.!As!already!discussed!in!
Chapter!3,!this!is!an!allusion!from!Chopin's!first!Ballade!and!helps!to!evoke!Chopin's!
voice!in!this!section.
120!The!section!presents!a!scale,!then!a!reminder!of!the!first!
theme,!then!another!scale!followed!by!another!reminder,!as!in!Chopin's!first!Ballade!
(bars!2505257).!In!other!words,!this!suggests!Chopin's!voice!followed!once!more!by!
Rawsthorne's.!Rawsthorne's!voice!is!achieved!because,!although!he!used!Chopin's!
manner,!the!theme!is!his!own.!It!is!a!fast!question5and5answer!dialogue.!This!is!
concluded!by!descending!octaves!as!in!Chopin's!first!Ballade.!Rawsthorne,!
commenting!on!these!octaves,!pointed!out!that!"nothing!could!be!more!
conclusive".
121!We!do!not!realize!the!final!outcome!of!the!last!rapid!dialogue!until!
the!next!section!(bars!2755290).!
!
Final!section,!bars!2755290,!where!we!hear!the!reminder!of!the!first!theme,!as!in!
Chopin's!second!Ballade.
122!In!Chopin's!case!the!reminder!appears!in!A!minor!
instead!of!the!original!tonality!F!major.!As!already!demonstrated,!this!shows!that!
the!second!theme!in!A!minor!won!the!battle!and!that!the!finale!is!dramatic.!In!
Rawsthorne's!Ballade,!the!reminder!appears!in!the!same!mood,!and!ends!in!C,!the!
home!note.!Therefore,!Unlike!Chopin's!Ballade,!Rawsthorne's!suggests!a!triumphal!
happy!ending.!
!
Through!romanticism!Chopin!chose!to!end!the!Ballade!dramatically,!perhaps!
because!the!situation!was!yet!not!solved!and!his!country!was!still!in!struggle.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
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However,!the!Modern!Rawsthorne!interpreted!the!Romantic!ballade!from!an!
optimistic!point!of!view.!Moreover,!in!this!reading!we!can!follow!a!hard!search!for!
tonality.!Both!Chopin's!and!Rawsthorne's!Ballades!present!a!voice!that!is!prevented!
from!achieving!constant!continuity!or!appearance.!If!the!ballades!as!a!genre!
represent!a!non5nationalist!voice!as!already!discussed,!then!this!voice!is!always!in!
struggle.!The!first!three!of!Chopin's!Ballades!present!a!conflict!between!themes.!
Anti5key!materials!always!push!the!main!theme!back!until!the!coda!reveals!the!end!
of!these!conflicts.!The!fourth!Ballade!of!Chopin!presents!a!new!idea!because!it!is!a!
variation5like!ballade.!This!variation!manner!might!be!understood!as!a!technique!to!
establish!the!importance!of!the!voice!and!to!make!it!more!obvious!and!memorable.!
The!first!Ballade!of!Rawsthorne!also!presents!a!conflict!between!two!powers.!
However,!the!voice!was!unified,!but!prevented!from!maintaining!a!sense!of!stability!
by!changing!the!mood.!The!second!Ballade!of!Rawsthorne,!more!Chopinian,!
presented!conflict!between!voices,!sometimes!between!Rawsthorne's!and!Chopin's!
voices.!!
!
The!ballade!genre,!thus,!present!a!storyless!narrative!that!holds!the!voice!of!
freedom.!The!stability!of!this!voice,!as!so!often!the!case!in!history,!is!threatened!by!
many!factors.!From!Chopin's!concept!of!the!ballade,!the!genre!achieved!universality!
and!escaped!from!the!Romantic!trend!of!nationalism.!Chopin's!storyless!ballade!
form!allowed!me,!as!an!individual,!to!achieve!a!non5nationalist!voice!through!
analysing!these!works.!It!is!in!this!respect!that!the!ballade!genre!can!represent!
individual!voices!without!limitation!of!themes!or!nationalities,!as!is!the!case!in,!for!
example,!Chopin's!Mazurkas.!In!this!sense,!the!ballade!represents!a!non5nationalist!!
!
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voice!of!freedom.!This!voice!started!with!Chopin's!first!ballade!and!in!this!research!
ends!with!Rawsthorne's!second!Ballade.!Rawsthorne's!re5articulation!of!the!ballade!
form!and!his!attraction!to!its!non5nationalist!narrativity!reflects!his!time!and!place.!
Unlike!other!musical!modernists,!he!was!able!to!make!strikingly!new!music!based!
firmly!on!past!Romantic!model.!
!*
*
*
*
*
Conclusion*
*!
!
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CONCLUSION(
The!ballades!of!Chopin!and!Rawsthorne!emerged!from!separate!chapters!in!socio9
political!history;!Chopin!cemented!the!form!during!the!peak!of!what!we!now!call!
the!Romantic!era,!whilst!Rawsthorne!turned!to!the!form!at!two!major!flashpoints!
for!the!evolution!of!human!rights!in!the!twentieth!century.!In!Chopin's!time,!the!
Romantic!climate!provided!ample!motivation,!but!he!nonetheless!embraced!a!
degree!of!risk!by!inventing!a!new!instrumental!form!and!trusting!the!audience's!
capability!to!comprehend!it!fully.
1!Rawsthorne!rekindled!the!genre!amid!similar!
circumstances;!at!a!time!when!he!believed!that!music!could!serve!the!purpose!he!
intended!it!to:!!
To!me,!the!fact!that!music!should!be!specially!composed!and!used!by!a!
nation!at!war!as!a!means,!however!indirect,!of!helping!to!defeat!the!enemy!
is!suggestive.!I!do!not!mean!that!the!objective!itself!is!particularly!lethal,!nor!
that!it!was!used!as!Joshua!used!his!trumpets!in!his!assault!on!Jericho.!But!it!
is!a!small!indication!of!the!very!considerable!change!which!has!come!over!
the!composer's!situation!in!the!last!fifty!years.!He!now!finds!many!new!uses!
to!which!his!music!may!be!put.
2!!!!!
Rawsthorne's!re9application!of!Chopin's!ballade!genre!required!of!him!a!nuanced!
understanding!of!Chopin's!concept!of!the!genre,!and!an!awareness!of!the!
contemporary!socio9political!landscape.!Rawsthorne's!early!writings!are!crucial!
evidence!of!–!and!amply!demonstrate!–!his!sensitivity!to!world!events,!particularly!
those!effecting!people!that!he!perceived!to!be!less!fortunate!than!himself.!After!a!
relatively!late!start!in!composition,!Rawsthorne!chose!the!ballade!form!to!comment!
on!the!civil,!social,!and!political!unrest!that!prevailed!following!World!War!I,!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
1 Parakilas,!Ballade)without)Words,!31.!
2 Alan!Rawsthorne!(3.30,!25!October)!Alan)Rawsthorne's)Broadcast)&)Programme![Autograph])
Manchester:!RNCM!Library/!archive.!
!!
!
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Workers'!Strike!and!the!Great!Depression.!!This!first!Ballade!contains!a!conflict!
between!two!tonalities,!which!in!my!reading,!corresponds!to!the!human's!efforts!to!
reach!freedom!and!to!create!a!peaceful!society.!However,!Rawsthorne's!relative!
immaturity!as!a!composer,!coupled!with!the!seemingly!analytically!evasive!nature!
of!the!ballade!form,!resulted!in!a!widespread!misinterpretation!of!Chopin's!‘ballade’!
concept.!Rawsthorne,!in!contrast!to!Chopin,!had!given!his!first!Ballade!a!programme!
telling!the!story!of!the!Czech!hero!King!Wenceslas,!a!process!which!Chopin!never!
used!in!his!ballades!and!did!not!approve.
3!Thus!Rawsthorne's!first!Ballade,!in!my!
reading,!bears!more!of!a!resemblance!to!Brahms's!Edward!Ballade!(Op.!10).!This!
interpretation!did!not!pay!attention!to!Chopin's!desire!to!adopt!the!general!concept!
of!the!literary!genre,!rather!than!to!give!it!a!programme,!such!as!a!work!of!
literature.!Rawsthorne,!thus,!reduced!the!generality!Chopin!sought!to!achieve!
within!the!genre.!Nonetheless,!Rawsthorne,!through!this!programme,!reflects!the!
social!situation!in!the!1929.!!
!
Rawsthorne!–!in!the!period!that!followed!his!first!Ballade!–!engaged!with!and!
participated!in!many!left9wing!political!events!alongside!his!friend,!Alan!Bush,!
particularly!during!the!rise!of!the!German,!Italian,!and!Spanish!fascist!regimes.!He!
then!started!setting!music!to!texts!that!dealt!with!the!relationship!between!the!
human!and!his!environment.!A!few!years!before!his!death!in!1971,!Rawsthorne!had!
written!an!essay!about!the!ballades!of!Chopin,!in!which!he!showed!a!unique!
understanding!of!the!formative!concept!of!this!genre.!His!reading!of!Chopin’s!
ballades!initiated!a!new!interest!in!these!pieces.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
3 Samson,!'Extended!Forms:!the!Ballades,!Scherzos!and!Fantasies',!111.!!
!
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Rawsthorne's!scholarship!therefore!provided!a!springboard!for!other!scholars!to!
better!understand!the!concept!of!the!ballade!in!the!way!that!–!seemingly!–!Chopin!
intended.!
!
It!is!unsurprising!therefore,!that!Rawsthorne's!second!engagement!with!the!ballade!
form!demonstrates!a!better!understanding!of!Chopin's!formative!and!cultural!
concepts.!Thus!Rawsthorne's!second!Ballade!of!1967,!written!during!another!
important!chapter!in!socio9political!human!history,!pays!homage!to!Chopin!in!terms!
of!structure,!setting,!and!overall!realization!of!the!genre.!Rawsthorne!did!not!give!
this!second!Ballade!a!programme!(as!per!his!first)!but!composed!it!within!the!
general!concept!of!the!form,!and!presenting!a!non9nationalist!voice.!!
!
Rawsthorne!was!so!influenced!by!Chopin's!ballade!that!he!unashamedly!quotes!
from!Chopin's!ballades!within!his!own.!In!his!second!Ballade,!he!adeptly!emulates!
Chopin's!emphasis!on!ambiguity,!his!treatment!of!events,!and!the!use!of!unifying!
elements.!In!this!Ballade,!Rawsthorne!also!plays!with!the!idea!of!tonal!centrality!
and!uses!some!of!Chopin's!anti9key!materials!to!create!an!interesting!unrest!
between!keys;!a!conflict!that!represents!mankind's!never9ending!search!for!a!better!
life!and!also!represents!the!multicultural!world!of!the!twentieth!century.!Thus,!to!
Rawsthorne!"Music!ceased!to!deliver!its!message!directly!to!the!ear!of!the!listener,!
and!became!a!kind!of!symbol!of!something!standing!behind!it!–!some!abstraction!or!
story,!which!was!the!ultimate!criterion!of!the!music!itself".
4!Unlike!Parakilas!who!
identified!Chopin's!ballade!as!being!a!distinctly!European!genre,!Rawsthorne!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
4 Alan!Rawsthorne,!'Alan)Rawsthorne's)Broadcast)&)Programme'!(RNCM!Archive)!!
!
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broadened!its!concept,!allowing!his!own!ballades!to!represent!a!non9nationalist!
voice!of!freedom.!Rawsthorne's!ballades!thus!picked!up!the!thread!of!Chopin's!
nineteenth9century!romanticism,!and!wove!it!into!the!fabric!of!Rawsthorne's!
twentieth9century!modernism;!universalizing!Chopin's!European!genre!and!
upgrading!it!to!a!higher!socio9political!significance.! 
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